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ABSTRACT 

Temperature cycling and random vibration have proven to be the two most 

effective environmental stress screens. This study presents an extensive research 

on the physical quantification and optinmation of temperature cycling and random 

vibration screens. 

For temperature cycling screen, a general model has been proposed to describe 

a typical temperatiire response cycle and a typical power-temperature response cy

cle. The least-squares parameter estimates for the two modified Arrhenius models 

are derived. Two general models for quantifying the eqmvalent aging acceleration 

factor of a typical temperature cycle with or without power cycling, considering 

both reaction rate stress and temperature change rate stress and also incorporat

ing the temperature dependence of the activation energy, are derived. A closed 

form solution imder the mixed-exponential life distribution assumption and an iter

ation equation solution under the Weibull distribution assumption, of the optimum 

number of temperature cycles for a specified post-screen field Mean Residual Life 

(MRL) goal, are established. 

For the random vibration screen, the distributions of the cumulative damage 

and fatigue life, under both stationary narrow-band and stationary wide-band ran

dom stressings, are derived xmder both-normal, semi-normal, and Markov-process 

assumptions. A bimodal mixed P — S — N diagram is proposed, from the failure 

physics point of view, to describe the fatigue strength of a non-screened unit. The 

concepts of the threshold S — N ciirve and the screening probability for fatigue 

defect precipitation are proposed to facilitate the quantification of random vibra

tion screens. Finally, the closed form solution of the optimimi vibration duration 

for a specified screening probability is derived under both-normal, semi-normal and 

Markov-process assumptions, respectively. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 What and Why ESS ? 

ESS stands for Environmental Stress Screening. The following is a 7-point compre

hensive definition for ESS [43, 84, 101, 127, 145, 163]: 

ESS is (1) a process, or a series of processes, which involves (2) the tailored 

applications of (3) environmental stimuli, such as thermal cycling and random vi

bration, and/or electrical stresses, to electronic and electromechanical items (parts, 

modules, units, and equipment), (4) on an accelerated basis, but (5) within design 

capability, (6) ideally at the most cost-effective point of assembly, in an attempt to 

(7) expose, identify and eliminate latent defects which can't be detected by visual 

inspection, or electrical testing, and would in all likelihood, if undetected, manifest 

themselves during the operational phase or under field environment stresses. 

In our modem, growingly electronic world, the reliability of electronic systems 

is assuming paramount importance. $500 to $1,500 worth of electronics are used in 

each vehicle by automobile manufacturers [165]. About 60% of a military aircraft's 

cost now goes to its electronic systems, and many contracts require the manufacturer 

to provide service at a fixed price for product failures that occur during the warranty 

period [165]. 

Workmanship problems have been attracting more and more attention from 

the customers. Though some defects due to design and workmanship problems 

are identified prior to delivery by quality control inspections, others often pass 

undetected, escape to the field and cause the early failures during the warranty 
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TABLE 1.1- Cost comparison of semiconductor de
vices' defect removal at four stages in 
four different product markets [5, p. 
305]. 

Product 
market 

'Cost of defect removals at different stages, $ 
Product 
market 

Incoming 
piece part 

Board mount 
removal 

System 
test 

Field 
use 

Commercial 3.00 7.50 7.50 75.00 
Industrial 6.00 37.50 67.50 322.00 
Military 10.50 75.00 180.00 1,500.00 
Space 22.50 112.50 450.00 3 X 10" 

* Prices adjusted to 1978 costs in U.S. dollars. 

period. 

A common and widely conducted practice of eliminating infant mortalities in 

electronic equipment manufacturing circles has been to "bum-in" their components 

prior to product shipment. Scientifically planned and conducted bum-in will bring 

to the surface those items with part or workmanship defects, and improve a prod

uct's reUablity performance in the field. Usually bum-in involves aging (baking) 

items imder normal operating conditions, which may take considerable time and 

resources [85,162]. More effective screening can be achieved by introducing stress

ful environments over shorter durations, which has been known as the so-called 

Environmental Stress Screening 

The correction of defects at the manufacturer's facility is more economical than 

post-delivery failure corrections during field operation. Table 1.1 [5, p. 305] offers 

a comparison of semiconductor devices' defect removal costs at four stages in foxir 

different product markets. 

Table 1.2 [101, p. 296] is another table illustrating the economic value of screen-
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TABLE 1.2- Repair cost in U.S. dollars per failure at 
different assembly levels [101, p. 296]. 

Level Historical Major Typical Auto 
of nominal navy navy industry 

assembly cost* contractor** supplier** study** 
Piece part 5 - - 5 
Module 5-30 382 110 30 
Unit 
(Black box) 250 - 500 495 200 -

System 500 -1,000 1,125 675 -

Field 5,000 -15,000 15,345 - 300 

* RADC Report TR-82-87, May 1982. 
** Willougby, W. J., keynote address, lES National Conference & 

Workshop, ESSEH, February 28 - March 2, 1979. 

ing at the lowest level of assembly. Dramatic field repair savings, reduced rework 

costs, minimization of schedule delays, timely delivery of reliable products at re

duced manufacturing and support costs, satisfied customers and increased prof

itability go hand-in-hand as production screening payo&. The idea is to perform 

each screen at the lowest level of assembly consistent with the types of flaws in

volved. 

1.2 How ^5'iS'Works? 

Figure 1.1 [144] presents a typical production flow with stress screening and the 

corresponding repair cost per failure at each stage. The defects at each stage are 

introduced by both the remaining defects from the preceding lower level (s) of as

sembly and the defects induced at the current level of assembly. The screening 

strength of the selected stress screen at each stage governs the amount of defects 
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Fig. 1.1- A typical ESS production flow [144]. 

eliminated and the amount of defects escaping from this stage to the next higher 

level of assembly. 

However, to correctly and effectively plan, tailor, conduct and evaluate an ESS 

program requires the knowledge of why and how products fail and the knowledge of 

how to stimtilate, force, identify and finally eliminate these failures before delivery. 

Of critical importance is being able to address the following types of product failure 

modes that may not be discovered through inspection or testing [163]; 

1. Parameter drifts. 

2. Printed circuit board shorts and opens. 

3. Incorrect parts installation. 

4. Wrong parts installation. 

5. Contaminated parts. 

6. Hermetic seal failures. 
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7. Foreign material contamination. 

8. Cold or imperfect solder joints. 

9. Defective parts. 

1.3 Flaw-Stimulus Relationships 

Some flaws or latent defects can be stimulated into patent defects by thermal cy

cling, some by vibration and some by voltage cycling, or by some other stimulus. 

Not all flaws respond to all stimuli. This effect can be shown in tabular form, as 

has been done in many publications. One such table is given in Table 1.3, which is 

taken from MIL-STD-883 [64], for integrated circuits. 

The black dot indicates that the test listed in the column on the left can detect or 

precipitate the flaw listed in the row across the top. The table shows, for example, 

that bum-in is not effective in finding particle contaminants, seal defects, package 

defects, external wiring defects and thermal mismatch problems. A further screen 

using vibration, thermal cycling and visual exanos would be capable of detecting 

these defects if the stimuli levels are correctly selected and the product is screenable; 

i.e., capable of withstanding, without meaningfid degradation, a level of stimidation 

which will expose the flaw. Note also that the favorite of many, thermal cycling, 

will not stimulate silicon defects, particle contamination and electrical stability 

problems. 

Since bulk silicon defects and particulate contamination are among the most 

prevalent in solid state components, selecting thermal cycling only as a screen may 

be a serious mistake. 

Another example would be that of a latent defect of a chemical nature where 



TABLE — Screening processes for IC failure mccbaMisat. 

Screening 
leal 

Failure Mechanism 

Screening 
leal 

Substrate 
mounting 

defects 

Bulk 
silicon 
defects 

Substrate 
surface 
defects 

Bonding 
and 
wire 

Particle 
contamination 

extranfnous 
material 

Seal 
defects 

Package 
defects 

Exl«rfiAl 
lead 

defects 
Thermal 
miamaCch 

Electrical 
stability 

liilernai 
visual 
exam 

• • • • • 

Fxternai 
viMual 
exam 

• • • 

Slablizalioii 
l»ake 

• • • • 

I'iieriiiai 
cycling 

• • • • • • 

Thermal 
•hock 

• • • • • • 

Centrifuge • • • • 
Shock • • • • 
Vibration « • • • 
X-ray • • • • • 
Burn-in • • • • • 
Leakage 

tesU • 
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5*Clo \ 
301CAiua \ 
"ositk* 25'C 

Time 

Fig. 1.2- A typical input temperature profile for ESS [163]. 

a high-temperature bake would cause a reaction to proceed and a defect to show 

up. Applying vibration, mechanical shock or centrifuging would be completely 

ineffective in precipitating such a defect. The stimulus must be chosen to precipitate 

flaws into defects which can be found during or after the screen. 

BSS consists of exposing a product to one or more stressful environments or 

stimuli, such as thermal cycling, vibration, high temperature, electrical stimuli, 

thermal shock and others. Profile characteristics, such as stress extremes, rates of 

change, amplitude, frequency and duration, must be tailored to each product. 

1.4 ESS Types and Their Effectiveness 

1. TEMPERATURE CYCLING 

Temperature cycling is one of the most effective screens and consists of mul

tiple cycles of changing temperature between predetermined extremes. A 

typical temperature profile is shown in Fig. 1.2. Assuming proper air flow, 

the temperatiire of a typical circuit board would look like that in Fig. 1.3 

when subjected to a typical temperature profile. 
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— Oiamber air tempCTature 
- - Product tonpmture 

Fig. 1.3- The temperature response of a typical circuit board when subjected 
to a typical input temperature profile [163]. 

2. RANDOM VIBRATION 

Random vibration is considered to be the most effective of three principal 

types of vibration; namely: sine wave, fixed frequency, sine wave, swept fre

quency; random vibration. Random vibration involves the excitation of a 

product with a predetermined profile over a wide frequency range, usually 

from 20 to 2,000 Hz. Figure 1.4 is a typical input power spectral density, 

recommended by the Naval Material Command (NAVMAT) Document P-

9492 [51], which many manufacturers used as a starting profile for the further 

tailoring to their individual product. Product stress is created through simul

taneous excitation of all resonant frequencies within the profile's range. 

3. HIGH-TEMPERATURE BURN-IN 

This process is generally a static one in which a product is subjected to el

evated temperatures over a predetermined period. This screen evolved from 

the idea that continuous operation of a product would force infancy failures. 

It was also believed that providing additional heat would escalate the rate 
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Fig. 1.4- A typical input power spectral density, specified by [51], which many 
manufacturers use as a starting profile for the further tailoring to their 
individual product. 

of failure. Research now shows, however, that increases in screen effective

ness are related to changing temperatures during heat-up and final cool-down, 

rather than powering at a constant high temperature. 

4. ELECTRICAL STRESS 

Electrical stress is a process used to exercise circuitry and/or simulate junc

tion temperatures on semiconductors. There are two basic types: (a) power 

cycling, which consists of turning a product's power on and off at specified in

tervals, and (b) voltage margining, which involves varying input power above 

and below nominal product power requirements. 

5. THERMAL SHOCK 

Thermal shock is a process that exposes products to severe temperature ex

tremes, usually in rapid fashion; i.e., a product is continually transferred-

either mechanically or manually-from an extremely hot environment to an 

extremely cold environment and back. Thermal shock is generally considered 
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a cost-effective way to screen for defects at the component level, particularly 

IC's, which require a high degree of stress to experience the rates of change 

needed to force latent defects into failure. 

6. SINE WAVE VIBRATION, FIXED FREQUENCY 

Sine wave, fixed frequency vibration is a form of vibration that operates on 

a fixed-sine wave or single operational frequency. This method usually re

quires a mechanical shaker with a frequency range of up to 60 Hz. While 

less expensive and easier to control than a random vibration screen, a fixed 

frequency vibration screen is generally viewed as not providing an effective 

level of stress. 

7. LOW TEMPERATURE 

This concept is similar to that for a high-temperature screen, but it is based 

on the principle that failures will be forced by the contrast between the heat 

generated by powering a product and the cold environment. 

8. SINE WAVE VIBRATION, SWEPT FREQUENCY 

Sine wave, swept frequency vibration is a form of vibration that operates on 

a swept-sine wave or multiple operational frequencies. Usually it requires a 

hydraulic shaker with a frequency range of up to 500 Hz. It is viewed to be 

similar to fixed frequency vibration in terms of overall effectiveness. 

9. COMBINED ENVIRONMENT 

Depending on product complexity, cost and/or reliability specifications, en

vironmental screens may be used in concert with each other. For example, 

thermal cycling and random vibration are often combined in an ESS program. 
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The primary considerations should be whether an additional stress-applied si

multaneously or consecutively-will expose a significant number of additional 

defects, and whether the cost of the additional stress is justifiable. 

Among these screening stress types, temperature cycling and random vibration have 

proven to be the most popular and also the most effective stimuli [2, 73, 163, 171]. 

They will be the main subjects of this study. 

1.5 Focus and Objectives of This Study 

The industry practice of ESS has been qualitative and experience-based in nature. 

There has been a long-standing and growing demand to quantify and optimize ESS 

applications. However, statistical quantification has been the focus of the majority 

of the existing literature where an item under screen is treated as a "black box" and 

a mixed distribution is assumed for its times-to-failure [8, 83, 95,113,114, 128,129, 

133, 134, 139]. Before the publication of the book, Environmental Stress Screening 

- Its Quantification, Optimization and Management^ by Dimitri Kececioglu and 

Feng-Bin Sun [84], a systematic physical quantification of ESS was not available. 

The objective of this study is to deepen the scope of this book, improve and perfect 

the existing approaches, algorithms and results. Specifically, the focus of this study 

is on the following: 

1. Physical quantification of the aging acceleration due to temperature cycling. 

2. Determination of the optimum temperature cycling duration for a specified 

post-screen field mean residual life {MRL) goal. 

3. Physical quantification of the aging acceleration due to random vibration. 
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4. Determination of the optimum random vibration duration for a specified 

screening probability goal of precipitating the weak subpopulation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

AGING ACCELERATION QUANTIFICATION OF ESS BY 

THERMAL CYCLING AND OPTIMUM SCREENING TIME 

DETERMINATION 

2.1 Introduction and Research Objective 

Thermal cycling has proven to be one of the most effective stress screens [2, 73]. Ac

cording to the guidelines of Environmental Stress Screening of Electronic Hardware 

(ESSEH) published in 1984 [73], thermal cycling, when compared with random vi

bration (ranked second most effective), regularly detected an average of two-thirds 

more latent product defects. 

A product may operate successfully at the temperature extremes, but can fail 

while being taken through a multiple of temperature cycles. This is so because 

changing temperatiires and the resultant expansion and contraction will force pre

viously undetectable latent defects into product failures. 

Thermal cycling provides the additional advantage of a imiform stress environ

ment, one in which all areas of the product are subjected to an equal amount of 

stress throughout the screen profile. Stress uniformity makes thermal cycling easier 

to control, permitting greater flexibility in implementation, revision or refinement. 

Also thermal cycling takes less time to perform than most other types of stress. 

The objective of this research is to quantify the aging acceleration effects of a 

general temperature cycle and a general power-temperature cycle on an assembly, 

or an equipment, under thermal cycling screen and develop a mathematical model 

for determining the optimum number of temperature cycles so that a prespecified 
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post-screening mean residual life (MRL) can be achieved. 

2.2 The Arrhenius Model and Its Pitfalls 

2.2.1 The Acceleration Factor When the Life Distribution is 
Exponential 

Elevated temperature is one of the most commonly used environmental stresses for 

both accelerated life testing and stress screening of electronic devices. The effect of 

an elevated constant temperature on electronic devices is generally modeled using 

the Arrhenius reaction rate equation [82, 118] 

V = Ae~^, (2.1) 

where 

V — reaction rate measured in moles/(volumextime), 

A = proportionality constant, or the so-called 'frequency factor', 

Ea = activation energy measured in electron-volts, eV, 

T* = absolute temperature in °K, 

and 

K = Boltzmann's constant = 8.623 x 10® eVj^K. 

Equation (2.1) expresses the time rate of device degradation as a function of operat

ing temi)€rature. The degradation is aasimied to correspond to chemical or physical 

reactions among device constituents and contaminants. In those cases where the 

failure mechanism follows the Arrhenius relationship and the life distribution is ex

ponential, the constemt failure rate, A(7^), is directly proportional to the reaction 
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rate; thus, from Eq. (2.1) 

ACT-) = D e"^, (2.2) 

where D is a constant. Under the exponential life distribution assiimption, the 

mean time to failure or mean life, L{T*), is given by 

where 

^ 1 
C7 = — = a constant. 

Correspondingly, the acceleration factor, Ap, due to temperature increase from 

operational temperature, T*, to an accelerated temperature, 7^, is defined by 

In general, the acceleration factor between two different temperature levels, T* < 

T2, is given by 

= (2.4) 

from which the mean life or failure rate at one temperature level can be converted 

to that at another temperature level. 

2.2.2 The Acceleration lector When the Life Distribution is not 
Exponential 

When the life distribution is not exponential; i.e., the failure rate is not a constant, 

say lognormal, WeibuU, mixed-lognormal, mixed-WeibuU, etc., then the Arrhenius 

model is often expressed in terms of the mean or the median lives, such as 

I ( r ) = C c ^ ,  ( 2 . 5 )  
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or 

Lo.5(r) = a (2.6) 

where 

L{T*) = mean life at temperattire T*, 

and 

Lo.s{T*) = median life at temperature T*. 

Correspondingly, the acceleration factor is defined as 

Sindlar to Eq. (2.4), the preceding two equations can be generalized to evaluate 

the acceleration factor between any two diflferent temperature levels, T* < i.e., 

from which the median life or the mean life at one temperature level can be con

verted to that at another temperature level. 

or 

or 
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Fig. 2.1- Activation energy as a function of the junction temperature for bipolar 
circuits, TTL and LSTTL, and for MOS circuits, CMOS and NMOS 
[79]. 

2.2.3 The PitfSalls of the Arrhenius Model and the Temperature 
Dependency of the Activation Energies 

Note that Eq. (2.3) is valid only when the activation energy, E^, is independent of 

the applied temperature. However, this may not be the case in reality as pointed 

out by [79, 84, 85]. 

Figure 2.1 [79] shows the relationship between the activation energy and jiinction 

temperature for bipolar circuits, TTL and LSTTL, and for MOS circuits, CMOS 

and NMOS. It may be seen that the activation energy is generally an increasing 

function of the junction temperature. 

Assuming a constant activation energy over any temperature range will lead 

to a contradiction between the Arrhenius Model and the age acceleration equation 

derived from the Arrhenius Model. This is shown next. 

According to the Arrhenius model given by Eq. (2.1), if Ea —> 0, or the energy 

to activate a particular flaw equals zero, then all the components with these flaws in 

the assembly are certain to fail spontaneously without any action on our part. As 
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the required activation energy increases, the rate of failure precipitation decreases. 

Particularly if E^. —• oo, the failure rate drops to zero; thus, no component is 

going to fail no matter how much action (temperature) we apply. The above brief 

analysis leads to the following conclusion: 

Given the temperature level, the lower the value of the activation energy, the 

higher the probability of failure, and, consequently, the higher the failure rate. On 

the other hand, the higher the activation energy, the lower the probability of failure; 

therefore, the lower the failure rate. 

Now, let us look at the aging acceleration obtained by the use of elevated tem

perature, as compared to that at the nominal operating temperatiire. If 

constant over any temperature range, then the aging acceleration factor is given by 

Eq. (2.3), or 

L(T:) X(T;) ' "• 

It follows from Eq. (2.7) that 

MT:) = (2.8) 

Given T* and T*, if Ea —• 0, then from Eq. (2.7) Ap —^ 1, which means no 

acceleration. Prom Eq. (2.8) the time of stress screening approaches the actual life 

time of the product in the field, regardless of the applied temperature, provided 

it is less than infinity. As the activation energy increases, the acceleration factor 

increases correspondingly. Then, the life at elevated temperature decreases; i.e., 

t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  f a i l u r e  i n c r e a s e s .  P a r t i c u l a r l y ,  i f  Ea — •  o o ,  t h e n  Af  — o o .  

From Eq. (2.8) the life at elevated temperature will go to zero, which means that 

the desired level of screening should be accomplished instantly without any action 
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on our part, regardless of the temperature, provided it is greater than zero. This 

analysis leads to the following conclusion: 

Given the nominal and accelerated temperature levels, the lower the value of the 

activation energy, the lower the failure rate. On the other hand, the higher the acti

vation energy, the higher the failure rate. This conclusion is obviously contradictory 

to that drawn from the basic Arrhenius law as stated earlier. 

Therefore, the present use of the acceleration formula of Eq. (2.7) is inconsis

tent with the Arrhenius Law. According to the Arrhenius model, increasing the 

activation energy implies an increase both in time and in action to precipitate a 

predetermined fraction of defects. In contrast, according to the acceleration equa

tion, increasing the activation energy implies a decrease both in time and in action 

to screen a predetermined fraction of defects. To avoid this inconsistency, the ac

tivation energy should be considered as the energy provided by the test condition. 

In other words, the provided activation energy is strictly temperature dependent, 

while the required activation energy is a characteristic constant for a given failure 

mechanism which is independent of the screening temperature. 

2.3 Modified Arrhenius Acceleration Models and Their 
Parameters' Estimation 

2.3.1 First Modified Arrhenius Model and Its Parameters* 
Estimation 

Two versions of modification on the basic Arrhenius Model have been proposed in 

[84,85,135]. The first modification suggests substituting Ea by Ea{T^) for 2* = 27 

and by Ea{T*) for in Eq. (2.3), respectively; i.e.. 

(2.9) 
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This modification of the Arrhenius Model assumes that the activation energy, 

Ea{T*), is a fimction of the applied temperature, T*. Then, the failure rate function 

given by Eq. (2.2) can be modified to 

A(r*) = £>e-^^. (2.10) 

Assume that the activation energy at any applied temperature T', Ea{T*), can be 

expressed by 

£^^(^•)=a(^*)^ a>0,6>0, (2.11) 

which will be temperature independent only if 6 = 0. Substituting Eq. (2.11) into 

Eq. (2.10) yields 

A(r') = (2.12) 

Note that the higher the applied temperature, the higher the failure rate; i.e., A(r*) 

should be increasing as T* increases. Now consider the following two cases of A(r*) 

when b falls into two different regions: 

Case 1— If the activation energy is a concave increasing function of T*, such as the 

one shown in Fig. 2.2 (1), then = a6 (2^)'"^ is a decreasing function 

of r*, or eqmvalently 0 < 6 < 1. C!onsequently, A(T^) given by Eq. (2.12) is 

an increasing function of T*. 

Case 2- If the activation energy is a convex increasing function of T', such as the 

one shown in Fig. 2.2 (2), then =ab is an increasing function 

of T*, or equivalently 6 > 1. Consequently, A(T^) given by Eq. (2.12) is not 

an increasing function, but a decreasing function, of T*. 
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Fig. 2.2 - The value of parameter b and its effect on the shape of an activation 
energy function. 

Therefore, to maintain A(T*) as an increasing function of T* while keeping a > 0 

and 6 > 0 at the same time, A(T*) should be defined as 

A(r) (2.13) 

Based on this definition, the corresponding acceleration function equation, from 

Eqs. (2.9) and (2.11), becomes 

. _ A(7:) _ f if 0 < 6 < 1, 
if 6 > 1. 

(2.14) 

However, before conducting the activation energy parameter estimation, it is not 

known a priori whether 6 is greater or less than 1. One solution to this is to start 

with the equation of Ap assuming 0 < 6 < 1 (or ft > 1) and determine the least-

squares estimates for the parameters based on life test results. If the estimated 

b value, b, matches the original assumption, that isO<S< 1 (or6> 1), then 

the estimated a, d, will be positive. However, if the estimated 6 value, b, does not 



match the original assmnption, that is 6 > 1 (or 0 < 6 < 1), then the estimated a, 

d, will be negative which implies that the other equation of Af{T*, T*) for 6 > 1 

(or 0 < 6 < 1) should have been used. 

Substituting the estimated values of a and 6, a and 6, directly into the se

lected equation, no matter whether d is positive or negative, will automatically 

yield the correct acceleration factor equation because the sign of parameter a will 

automatically justify the correctness of the equation ("+" sign validates the original 

assumption and keeps the assumed equation, while sign will reverse the order 

of the two terms within the parentheses and bring the equation back to the right 

one.) FVom this point of view, Eq. (2.14) can be simplified to 

(2.15) 

for (a > 0,0 < 6 < 1) or (a < 0,6 > 1). 

However, the absolute values of parameters a and b should be substituted into 

Eq. (2.11) to get the correct activation energy equation; i.e., 

EaT) - |a| (r-)^ (2.16) 

The next task is to estimate the parameters, a and 6, using Eq. (2.15) and the 

life test results. Note that Eq. (2.15) can be rewritten as 

MT;. 17) = (2,17) 

for (a > 0,0 < 6 < 1) or (a < 0,6 > 1). 

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of Eq. (2.17) yields 

i;)) = (2.I8) 

for (a > 0,0 < 6 < 1) or (a < 0,6 > 1). 
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Let 

n = 
K G= ( 2 . 1 9 )  

Then, 

Substituting these into Eq. (2.18) yields 

,\»-i 
log.[AH2:,i:)l=<3-G(S^ . (2.20) 

Let 

H  =  b - I ,  (2.21) 

H 
t: A: = ^, (2.22) 

and 

y'=iog.[AF(i:,i;)i. (2.23) 

Then, Eq. (2.20) becomes 

Y = G -GX",toT {G > < 0) or (G < 0,/f > 0). (2.24) 

For a given random sample {(r;i,AFi),(Ii,Xj^),---,(I2;,i4F„)}, where ^4^, = 

T^)  f o r  t  =  1 , 2 ,  >  • ' ,  n ,  t h e  l e a s t  s q u a r e s  e s t i m a t e s  f o r  p a r a m e t e r s  G a n d  H,  
G and H, can be obtained fniniTniTing the following sum of squares: 

MIN Y^[Yi -{G-GXl^)]\ for (C > 0, H < 0) or (G < 0, > 0), (2.25) 
>=i 

where 

(2-26) 
•*0 
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and 

ri = iog.[Xp(2:,i;;)i- ("n 

This can be accomplished by any non-linear minimization method, such as the 

Quasi-Newton Method, the Simplex Method, the Hooke-Jeeves Pattern Moves 

Method, the Rosenbrock Pattern Search Method, etc [155]. 

After obtaining the least-squares estimates of G and H, G and H, &om Eq. 

(2.25), the corresponding least-squares estimates of the original parameters a and 

6, d and 6, can be solved from Eqs. (2.19) and (2.21), respectively; i.e., 

^ = H + 1, . 2g\ 
d = KG(T:y-\ ^ ^ ^ I 

where 

K = 8.623 X IQ-®, 

and 

= operating temperature, °K. 

Therefore, the modiJ&ed acceleration factor Eq. (2.15), using the least-squares pa

rameter estimates, becomes 

r;) = (2.29) 

Equation (2.29) can be generalized to evaluate the acceleration factor between any 

two different temperature levels, T* < T^. The acceleration factors for these two 

temperature levels, with respect to the operating temperature T*, are given by 
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and 

respectively. Then, the acceleration factor at with respect to 2^ is given by 

4 ,T V) HR.VNN) AF(T:,T;) 
'> L(Ti) Af(t;,t{Y 

or 

or 

= (2.30) 

2.3.2 Second Modified Arrhenius Model and Its Parameters' 
Estimation 

The second modification made by [135] introduces two energy concepts into the 

acceleration equation; i.e., provided energy and required energy. This modified 

Arrhenius model is given by 

(2.31) 

where 

Ep{T2) = energy provided by the test in eV, which is a 

function of the applied temperature, 7^, 

and 

Er — energy required by the failure mechanism in eV, 

which is independent of the applied temperature, T^. 
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It may be seen that, when Ep{T*) = Er, Eq. (2.31) reduces to Eq. (2.3). 

Assume the provided activation energy, Ep{T*), can be expressed by 

Ep{T:) = a'iT:f, (2.32) 

which will be temperature independent only if f = 0. Then, Eq. (2.31) can be 

rewritten as 

['f (%>)' 

or 

(2.33) 

where 

C = & constant independent of the applied temperature, 

or 

and 

B = 2 (6'). (2.35) 

Note that only if B = 6* = 0, then Ep{T*) will be temperatiire independent. Taking 

the logarithm twice of both sides of Eq. (2.33) yields 

log.I<.g,(>lr(7:,T;)] = log, C{T, (l? T;) 

= log, C + B log, r„* + log. (t; TJ • 
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or 

log. l0g,[4f (T;, T.')I - log. (±-±\=log^C + B log. T:. (2.36) 

Let 

Y = log, log.(Xf (i:, T;)] - log. i V (2.37) 

^ = log.C, (2.38) 

and 

X = log,7:. (2.39) 

Then, Eq. (2.36) becomes 

Y = A^-BX. (2.40) 

For a given random sample {(T^i, >lf<i), (T^, An), • • •, {T^^, >lFn)}. where Apt = 

is!] 
BR 

'•an' 

ApiT*, T^) for i = 1,2, • • •, n, the least squares estimates for C = and B, or 

C and B, are 

C = e^, (2.41) 

and 

B = (2.42) 

with the correlation coeflScient of 

^XY = ' (2.43) 
y/Lxx Wy 
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where 

A  =  y -  B X ,  (2.44) 

t*r = E « - XXr, - F), (2.45) 
i=l 
n 

Lxx = E W - -<•)". (2 «) 
»=1 
n 

LYY = T,ori-yT. (2.47) 
»=l 

x = if;x,, (2.48) 
" S i  

K = i E K „  ( 2 . 4 9 )  
^ i=l 

Xi = log^T:i, (2.50) 

and 

Yi = log„ log^ Api - loge ~ j . (2.51) 

Therefore, the modified acceleration factor Eq. (2.31), using the least squares pa

rameter estimates, becomes 

AF{T:, T*) = , (2.52) 

Equation (2.52) can be generalized to evaluate the acceleration factor between any 

two different temperature levels, T* <T^. The acceleration factors for these two 

temperatTire levels, with respect to the operating temperature T*, are given by 

and 

-4r(r;,r;) = 
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respectively. Then, the acceleration factor at with respect to Tf is given by 

Lm) U-nyUTj) AF(T:,Ti) 
" L(t;) L(T;)/L{T;) Ap{T:.T;r 

and, using Eq. (2.52), 

s a;)»(5t-5fc) 
'4F(IT.3f?) = -^: STT-TT' 

or 

Af{T^,T^) = (2.53) 

2.3.3 Shortcomings of the Arrheniiis Model in Dealing With Ag
ing Acceleration of Thermal Cycling 

Although the Arrhenius equation adequately describes the effect of elevated temper

ature, it does not provide a complete model of thermal stress under thermal cycling, 

because the activation energy is temperature dependent. In addition, the use of el

evated temperature implies a heating and cooling interval not usually considered in 

evaluating aging acceleration. Often, a significant fraction of device failures occurs 

during heating and cooling. The basic Arrhenius equation does not fully represent 

this effect of thermal cycling! 

Therefore, a general model for computing the aging acceleration due to thermal 

cycling is needed. This model is expected to account for Arrhenius-type reaction 

effects during heating and cooling, as well as during the elevated temperature soak, 

and includes a further term to reflect ramp rate effects. The model for ramp rate 

should be general and permits any mono tonic heating or cooling profile. In addition, 

the model should allow for nonconstant activation energies. 
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Fig. 2.3- A typical temperature response cycle in ESS [84]. 

2.4 Junction Temperature Profile and the Model for Aging 
Acceleration Factor 

2.4.1 Mathematical Expression for a Typical Temperature Cy
cling Profile 

Consider a typical thermal cycle, as shown in Fig. 2.3. If the ramps displayed in 

this figure are linear, then the heating and cooling processes have uniform rates. In 

reality, temperature ramps are rarely imiform. 

In general, ramps are monotonic but may have various forms. To represent a gen

eral temperature cycling profile over time, Kececioglu and Sun [84, 85] generalized 

the temperature cycling profile proposed Nachlas [115]. A typical temperature 

cycle can be represented by the following [84, 85]: 

t:, t i < t <  « 3  
r*(t) = < i: - (T; - 7r)((« - m u  - 1,)]^. h < t <  u ,  (2.54) 

I T ,  ^4 < t < fj, 
17 + {t; - r,')[(4 - (5)/((, - ts < t < t,, 
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where 

T* 

t: 

IT 

Ph 

and 

/3c = shape parameter of the cooling profile. 

It is suggested that the shape provided by /3/i = 2 with various choices of /3c occur 

frequently [115]. Note that /3^ = /3c = 1 yields uniform heating and cooling. 

2.4.2 Aging Acceleration Stresses During Thermal Cycling 

It is plausible that different rates of expansion and contraction in the constituent 

materials of electronic devices result in mechanical degradation of the devices during 

heating and cooling. This may be responsible for the frequently observed failures 

during temperature changes. To represent this behavior, heating and cooling rates 

are viewed as additional stresses. They are treated as independent of the reaction 

rate stress, as suggested by Nachlas, Binney and Gniber [113]. Therefore, the ag

ing acceleration of the thermal cycling is the combined effect of two independent 

stresses; i.e., reaction rate stress governed by the Arrhenius Law, and the temper

ature change rate stress during heating and cooling. 

= nominal operating temperature, 

= upper temperature extreme, 

= lower temperature extreme, 

= shape parameter of the heating profile, 
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2.4.3 Equivalent Acceleration Factor of a Typical Temperature 
Cycling Profile 

2.4.3.1 General Idea 

The equivalent acceleration factor in one typical temperature cycle is the average 

value of the products of the acceleration factors from these two independent stresses 

[84, 115]; i.e., 

(2.55) Ap,[r(t)]-An 
dt  

where 

A'p = equivalent acceleration factor in one typical temperature cycle, 

•4Fi[r*(i)] = acceleration factor due to reaction rate stress, which is a 

function of T'(t), 

and 

A f 2  
dT-{t) 

dt 
= acceleration factor due to temperature change rate stress, 

which is a function of at 

The acceleration factor due to reaction rate stress, AFi[T*(t)], can be obtained 

readily by replacing T* by r*(t) in Eq. (2.9), or in Eq. (2.31); i.e.. 

(2.56) 

using the first Modified Arrhenius Model, or 

AF^[T*{t)\ = e (2.57) 

using the second Modified Arrheniiis Model. 
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The acceleration factor due to temperature change rate stress, Af 2 ,  can be 

evaluated from [113] 

which is exponentially proportional to the absolute value of the temperature change 

rate where 

Tf = a. constant which can be estimated from test data. 

2.4.3.2 Equivalent Acceleration Factor Equation Using the First 
Modified Arrhenius Model 

Substituting E}qs. (2.56) and (2.58) into Eq. (2.55) yields the equivalent acceleration 

factor using Eqs. (2.56), the first modified form for the acceleration factor due to 

the reaction rate stress only; i.e.. 

(2.58) 

T- T'(t) 

or 

(2.59) 

If the activation energy is assumed to be in the form of Eq. (2.11), or 

E A ( r ) = a ( r ) ' ,  o > 0 , 6 > 0 .  

then, Eq. (2.59) becomes 

or 

J e \  "  " '/dt. (2.60) 
0 
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Now, using Eqs. (2.54) yields 

f f T ' f t )  h  ̂  i  <  h t  
l-^l = ^ Am - ir)l(' - hWu - (sis) (2.61) 

0, u < t <  t s ,  
[ A(r; - 2?)[(( - «5)/(«. - (s)]"*-' < (< i,. 

Therefore, substituting Eqs. (2.54) and (2.61) into Eq. (2.60) yields 

{'h{-U +K - ©T' 

or 

+1 

+J 

'J - {i-"!" {j h * K - ©T' 

.asiJagri), 

+(i3-ti)e-t(^)*-' 
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(j^ni 

'/"»{-{j('7*«-w£^r] 

If = /?c = 1, or the heating and cooling processes are uniform, then Elq. (2.62) 

becomes 

+(<2 - ti)e-^(^)* 

h 

+ih-U)e  

*5 

or 

A-, = ie=^ |e=^ 

+((2-ti)e-fr":''-' 

J dt 
h 

+«5 - ((le-tW'*-' 

+ . (2.63) 
ts J 

Admittedly, both Eqs. (2.62) and (2.63) are two complicated expressions. In 

fact, there is no closed form solution for the general model. However, E)qs. (2.62) 
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and (2.63) are well behaved and can be integrated numerically with little effort. A 

computer program in FORTRAN language has been developed to evaluate these 

two equations and is listed in Appendix A. 

As a special case, if 6 = 1 in Eq. (2.63), or the activation energy is a linear 

function of the applied temperature, then Eq. (2.11) becomes 

and Eq. (2.56) becomes 

or the reaction rate stress has no effect on the aging acceleration no matter how 

high the applied temperature is. In this case, a closed form solution for Eq. (2.63) 

can be obtained as follows; 

1 ^ . 
Ap = —ex < e I  e  fd t  

I i 
+(t2 — <i)e~* 

+e '<-'2 I  e  Kdt  
h 

+(<5 — U)e~'^ 

+  e  / e ~ * d t > ,  
ts J 

= [e .. 

+(<2 - ti)e~K 

+e [(<4 - t2)e f J 

+(<5 — t4)e~K 

+ e [(te - t5)e *•] ^ , 
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or 

ts ~ 

+(t4 - + (<5 - U) 
n(T^-T;) 

+ (^6 — ts)e *«~'® (2.64) 

In summary, Eqs. (2.62), (2.63) and (2.64) are equivalent acceleration factor 

equations using the first modified form for the reaction rate stress acceleration fac

tor, or Elq. (2.59). EJquation (2.62) is the general model. EJquation (2.63) is a special 

case of Eq. (2.62) when = 1, or the heating and cooling processes are uni

form. Ekjuation (2.64) is another special case of E)q. (2.62) when Ph = I3c = I and 

fe = 1, or the heating and cooling processes are uniform and the activation energy 

is a linear function of the applied temperature. 

2.4.3.3 Equivalent Acceleration Factor Equation Using the Second 
Modified Arrhenius Model 

Substituting Eqs. (2.57) and (2.58) into Eq. (2.55) yields the equivalent acceleration 

factor using Eqs. (2.57), the second modified form for the acceleration factor due 

to the reaction rate stress only; i.e., 

(6 

or 

t6 J 

A'p = - [e (2.65) 

If the provided energy is assumed to be in the form of Eq. (2.32), or 

BPK) = a' K)'', 
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then the acceleration factor term, due to reaction rate stress only, in Eq. (2.65), 

should be substituted by Eq. (2.33) or 

and Eq. (2.65) becomes 

ts 

*6 
Af. = i /e'''"®''"' 

=  ̂  I { c  {  [ t ; + K  -  T : )  

- i: + (T; - r;) (0"']' 

+ 

+ 

dt 

{c{[r; - K - i r)(^)Y(^) 

u 

/a.p{c{[r,- + (T;-Tr)(^f] 

+ 

+ 

17 + (r; 
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or 

^6 

-[2; + (2:-r;)(if]''"'j 

+/e.pW[r;-(T;-3r)(^f] 

-h-(^-^')(^)T"') 
U ~ h  

+  / e x p  |c I Jir + (t; - IT) 

-ji-.w-ir)(^f]"'} 

(2.66) 

If /?/, = /?c = 1, or the heating and cooling processes are uniform, then Eq. (2.66) 

becomes 

= i  y exp 1^1 r;+(T:-7:) - — 



+ /e^{c{[T;-(7:-2r)(^)]''(i) 

+/exp{c{[T; + K-ir)(^)]'(i) 

= i [c { [T; + K - r;) (1)]' (±) 

-[2: + K-T;)(l)]''-'}}d. 

+fe - i.)e'^"='*(5^-5ir) 

+e=^/exp{c{[7:-(2:-T,-) (^)]'' (±) 

+e^ / e.p {C { [TT + W - r,-) (^)]" (±) 
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Admittedly, both Eqs. (2.66) and (2.67) are also two complicated expressions. 

In fact, there is no closed form solution for the general model. However, Eqs. (2.66) 

and (2.67) are also well behaved and can be integrated numerically with little effort. 

A computer program in FORTRAN language has been developed to evaluate these 

two equations and is also included in Appendix A. 

As a special case, if 6* = 0.5 or B = 2^ = 1 in Eq. (2.67), then 

>iFi[r'(f)] = e 

or 

4Fiir(«)l = 

In this case, a closed form solution can be obtained as follows: 

+((j -

(2 

(3 

+(«5 -
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or 

t s  J  

1 / siSSfm y ss;=222t 
= — < e 'I I e rfi 

I i 

+eL M-«2 
ficr;-

:L N- ^1 
ts 

+(t5-t4)e~'^(^~^) 
[•.(Tg-r,-) CT;I ^ c(7g-7r),. ^ 

^eL ^o-J J dt?, 
ts J 

A*r 
_ 1 f Tp'ti aiZl=222 
-1« lc(r ;-r ; )® 

> 52 

[^-c] 

, I?( t6-t5)  j^-c] 
^C{T; -Tr f  

CT! 

- 1  

CT* 
e r; _ e T-

P-'l! 
(2.68) 

In sunomary, Eqs. (2.66), (2.67) and (2.68) are equivalent acceleration factor 

equations using the second modified form for the reaction rate stress acceleration 

factor, or Eq. (2.65). Equation (2.66) is the general model. Equation (2.67) is a 

special case of Eq. (2.66) when Ph = 0c = 1, or when the heating and cooling 

processes are uniform. Equation (2.68) is another special case of Eq. (2.66) when 

= /?c = 1 and b' = 0.5. 
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2.5 Optimum Number of Thermal Cycles for a Specified Field 
MRL Goal 

In the preceding sections, the mathematical models of equivalent acceleration fac

tors for a thermal cycling profile using different activation energy forms have been 

established. The next task is to determine the optimum number of thermal cycles, 

Ntherm, for a given temperature profile and for a specified field MRL goal. 

2.5.1 Under the Mixed-Exponential Life Distribution Assumption 

Assume that the times to failure of a certain electronic assembly imder a given 

thermal cycling profile follow a bimodal mixed life distribution with the following 

pdf and reliability functions: 

f (T )=PiMT)  +  p , f , (T ) ,  

and 

R{T) = ptR<,(T) + P ,R , (T) .  

Let Tf be the screening time, then the post-screening reliability function for a 

mission time of t is given by 

n(T t) _ _ Pt fUjT, + t)+pg RgjTt +1) 

R{T,) p,R,(X.)+PgR,{T,) • 

Then, the post-screening MRL under the given thermal cycling profile environment, 

MRL,, is given by 

MRL, = p R{T„t) dt, 

_ Pb [/o°° RbjTt -I- t) dt] + P g  [J^ RgjTa +1) dt] 

Pb Rbil^t) + Pg 
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Let T = T, -\-t, then dr = dt and 

pr  _  +P» dr]  

Therefore, the equivalent MRL in the field, MRLf ieu ,  will be given by 

MRLfieid — Ap MRL,, 

or 

MRLfieid = i4f I 
Pb dr] -hpg  [ j ^ f ig ( r ) ( f r ]  1 Pb Rbi^t) + Pg Rg{Ti) 

If the bimodal mixed-exponential life distribution governs, then 

Ri,iT) = e _ o-A* T 

(2.69) 

and 

Rg(T)  =  e -^  

Correspondingly, 

/~iJ .(r)dr  = £°e-^ 'dr= 
,-A* T. 

and 

R,(t) dr = e-'''' d T  =  

Consequently, 

T. 

Xg 

MRLfieid = Ap 

or 

MRLf ie id  — Ap  

Pb e'^ + pj e~^ 

(a^) + (a^) 

Pi + p, e"^* 
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The optimum screening time, T*, for a specified field MRL goal, MRUji^i^, can be 

obtained by solving the following equation for T^: 

— A.p 
P6 e~^ + pj e~^« 

(2.70) 

Multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.70) by jh, e~^ ^ + Pj ^ yields 

(P6 e""^ +p, e~^' ^') MRL'fi^ = e~^'> ^) + 4^(P3 ^'). 

Rearranging this equation yields 

or 

p(>»-A,)77 _ f \ 
\ p J \ j ^ - M R L } ^ J '  \ J •»!*/ 

Taking the natural logarithm on both sides of this equation yields 
r , / m w ^ 

(A. - A,) t; = log. - Af 
U; 

or 

( P i \  ( M R L } i M - ^ \  

\ p j  "0 LVi'j/ \ X g  

Correspondingly, the optimum number of thermal cycles, 

T* 

IS 

T* N* — -i. 
"* te 

where tg is the duration of one temperature cycle. 

(2.71) 

(2.72) 
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2.5.2 Under the WeibuU Life Distribution Assumption 

Assume that the times to failure of a certain electronic assembly under a given ther

mal cycling profile follow a 2-parameter WeibuU life distribution with the following 

pdf, reliability and failure rate functions: 

/{T) = ^ 0 < ;8 < l,v > 0, 

R{T) = , 0</3<1,T7>0, 

and 
0-1 

= £ fi- l  
R{T) 

where 0 < < 1 is required because a decreasing failure rate function is desired to 

justify a screening. 

Let T, be the screening time, then the post-screening reliability function for a 

mission time of t is given by 

RtT t) R(.T. + t) a-cy)' 
* " '  m.) '  

or 

Consequently, the post-screening MRL under the given thermal cycling profile en

vironment, MRLs, is given by 

r«> 

Jo 
MRL, = J R{T,,t)dt,  

= dt, 
Jo 

or 

MflL, = e(^) re-^^)dt. (2.73) 
Jo 
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Let 

-M 
Then, 

t ^ r j X i - T „  

and 

dt = ̂  dX. 

Substituting these into Eq. (2.73) yields 

MRL. = (I Xi-')  dX, 

or 

MRLs = jr 
-m 

ev 1 

where 

(2.74) 

= incomplete gamma function. 

Therefore, the equivalent MRL in the field, MRL/ieid, will be given by 

MRLf ig i i  = Ap MRLg,  

or 

mrlim = ^ r 
^1 

1 
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The optimum screening time, T/, for a specified field MRL goal, can 

be obtained by solving the following equation for T*: 

A computer program in FORTRAN language has been developed to solve this 

equation and is listed in Appendix B. Once the optimum screening time is obtained, 

the corresponding optimum number of thermal cycles, is given by 

2.6 Aging Acceleration Quantification Under Power-Temperature 
Cycling 

2.6.1 Introduction 

Power cycling (power-on-and-off) in conjunction with temperature cycling, or the 

so-called power-temperature cycling, has proven to be a very effective practice, 

not only because power-on creates self-heating effects for many components which 

results in higher jimction temperature, in particular for those with high power 

dissipation, but also because it provides an extra stress for precipitating failures 

due to parameter drifts. Typically, the power is turned on at the start of the 

transition from cold to hot, and turned off at the start of the transition from hot 

to cold, as shown in Fig. 2.4. The objective of this section is to incorporate the 

self-heating effect due to power cycling into the aging acceleration evaluation of a 

(2.75) 

Solving this equation for I7 yields the following iteration relation: 

MRLfieii 0 (2.76) 

r* N* — -I-
^ therm ^ (2.77) 
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temperature cycling. The following tasks need to be accomplished in achieving this 

1. Determination of the junction temperature increase due to power on. 

2. Determination of the junction thermal response profile under power-temperature 

cycling. 

3. Determination of the aging acceleration factor for a given power-temperature 

cycling profile considering both versions of the Modified Arrhenius Model. 

4. Determination of the optimum number of power-temperature cycles for a spec

ified post-screening field MRL goal considering both versions of the Modified 

Arrhenius Model. 

2.6.2 Mathematical Expression for a Typical Power-Temperature 
Cycling Profile 

The temperature increase due to power on during a power-temperature cycling can 

be determined using the following heat transfer equation: 

goal: 

T ' j=^Qx9jA- \ -n ,  (2.78) 

or 

(2.79) 

where 

T\ = ambient temperature, °C, 

T} = junction temperature, °C, 

junction-to-ambient temperature diflFerence, 

Q = power dissipation, watts, 



Power 
Power oa Power off I on 

i L 

Power on Power on 

Power off 
t. Time, t, hr 

Fig. 2.4- A typical power-temperature cycle. 
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and 

OjA = junction-to-ambient thermal resistance, °C/watt. 

To establish the general mathematical expression for a power-cycling profile, an 

indicating fimction is introduced as follows; 

Therefore, the junction temperature response profile under a power-temperature 

cycling can be approximately obtained by incorporating iiito the previous 

non-power temperature cycling profile; i.e., 

Thit) = TJprW + (2-81) 

where 

T^{t) = junction temperature at t under power-temperature cycling, 

and 

Typrit) = junction temperature at t under non-power temperature cycling. 

C!onsider a tjrpical power-temperature cycling profile, such as the one shown 

in Fig, 2.4. The corresponding junction temperature response profile can be ob

tained by incorporating the temperature increase due to self-heating effects using 

Eq. (2.81), or by combining Elqs. (2.54) and (2.79), as follows: 

' T; + {T: - {EJA Q)'f(t), o < t < ^i, 
T :  + ( B ja t i < t <  t 2 ,  

T'{t) = {T:-iT:- r;)[(t - t2 ) / {u  -  + (OjA QMt), t2<t< u, (2.82) 
17 + i^JA QMt). u<t< h, 

, 77 (r; - r;)[(t - t,)/{u - ts)]^" + {Oja QW), <5 < t < <6-
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Based on this modified temperature response profile, the aging acceleration factor 

and  the  op t imum sc reen ing  t ime  (o r  cyc les )  fo r  a  spec i f i ed  pos t - sc reen ing  f ie ld  MRL 

goal, considering both versions of the modified Arrhenius model, can be derived 

using the same procedure as presented previously. 

Since the indicating function, is a constant (zero or one) over each specific 

time interval, then d9{t)/dt = 0 and will keep unchanged, or will be the 

same as Eq. (2.61); i.e., 

• A(r; - r/Xf/t,)"--' (i), o<t<t,, 

r f r* ( f \  ^ ^ ^2) 
{ MT; - T,-)((t - h)/{U -  ta))"--' (^) , ta < ( < «4, 

0, U<t< is, 

. - r,-)((* - fe)/((6 - (six) , h < t < u .  

2.6.3 Equivalent Acceleration Factor of a Typical Power-
Temperature Cycling Profile 

2.6.3.1 Equivalent Acceleration Factor Equation Using the First 
Modified Arrhenius Model 

According to Eq. (2.59), the equivalent acceleration factor using Eqs. (2.56), the 

first modified form for the acceleration factor due to reaction rate stress only, is 

given by 

A'p = ±e-^ [e "I (2.83) 
0 

Based on the assumption that the activation energy is in the form of Eq. (2.11), or 

£:^(n=<»(n', o> o ,6> o ,  

the equivalent acceleration factor equation of a typical power-temperature cycle 

can be derived using the same procedure as that used for deriving Eq. (2.62) for a 
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typical non-power temperature cycling profile; i.e., 

fl.T fr-l 

0'*w - m - T,-) 

TiPj jTz -n )  ( '~ ' ' ) '^" ' j j  
t , ~ t 2  

+(<5 - !4)e-*W+<»" 
16-1 

f i I a I . _  ̂ . r — rc \ ' 
+ 

ts 
r,0„(T:-T,') 

ts — ts 

/exp {- {f [ir+ < ? ) * ( « ) + K  -  rn (^)"]' 

For a power-temperature cycle shown in Fig. 2.4 where 

^(<) = 

1, 
1,  ^  f < t j)  
0 , t2<t<U,  (2.85) 
0, <4 < t < <5, 

[ l , h < t <  t e ,  

Eq. (2.84) becomes 

{/-»{- {j [IT •»,.« - (i; - >:} gf I'"' 

r r - r ,. . . 
+ exp I-
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(2.86) 

2.6.3.2 Equivalent Acceleration Factor Equation Using the Second 
Modified Arrhenius Model 

According to Eq. (2.65), the equivalent acceleration factor using Eqs. (2.57), the 

second modified form for the acceleration factor due to reaction rate stress only, is 

given by 

Based on the assumption that the provided energy is in the form of Eq. (2.32), or 

the equivalent acceleration factor equation of a typical power-temperature cycle 

can be derived using the same procedure as that used for deriving Eq. (2.66) for a 

typical non-power temperature cycling profile; i.e., 

BrK (2.87) 

Epirj = a' {T:f 

h  \ t j  j  

+(<2 -



t: + («jx 0)*W - (r; - TT) 

_^v0.(T:-Tr) 
<4-<2 \U- t2J  J  

j exp |c I [ir+[Bja Qmt)+K - IT) ( 

- [ir+(«« o)*®+w - IT) (^^)''1 

+ 
^5 

Ty;g;,(r;-r;) 

U — ts 

For a power-temperature cycle shown in Fig. 2.4 where 

m = 

1 , 0  < t < t u  
1, il ^ t < ^2) 
0, t2 < t < U, 
0, <4 < t < <5, 
1, <5 < < < k, 

E)q. (2.88) becomes 

A ^  H / " "  ^ 0 + w  -  J : )  ( ^ ) "  

+(t2 - q) 

+/e.pjc{[r ;-(r ; -3r)( | ;^^^ '  
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<4-<2 \U- t2 )  J 

HM ^+w - ̂ ) (^)"1' (^) 

(2.89) 

Theoretically, Eqs. (2.84) and (2.88) should yield very close results. The com

puter program given in Appendix A can also be used to evaluate these two equations. 

2.6.4 Optimum Number of Power-Temperature Cycles for a 
Specified Field MRL Goal 

The next task is to determine the optimum number of power-temperature cycles, 

Ntherm, for ^ given temperature cycling profile and for a specified post-screening 

field mean residual life {MRL) goal. 

2.6.4.1 Under the Mixed Life Distribution Assumption 

Asstmie that an electronic equipment imder a given power-temperature cycling pro

file has a bimodal mixed life distribution with the following pdf and reliability 

function: 

f {T)=p ,h{T)+p , f , {T) ,  

and 

R{T)=pt fk{T)+pgR,{T) .  
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Let T,  be the screening time, then the post-screening MRL under the given 

power-temperature cycling profile environment, MRL,, is given by 

^ P6 dr] +pg [j^flg(r) dr] 
MRL. 

P6 + Pg Rg(Tf) 

Therefore, the eqmvalent MRL in the field, MRL f ie ld ,  will be given by 

Under the assumption that the times to failure of the equipment are governed by a 

bimodal mixed-exponential life distribution; i.e., 

and 

R,(r) = e-^ 

a closed form solution of the optimimi power-temperature cycling time for a specified 

field MRL goal, MRLfieu, can be derived using the same procedure as that used 

for deriving Eq. (2.71) in the non-power temperature cycling case; i.e., 

(2.91) 
MRL}^ - ̂  

Correspondingly, the optimum nimiber of thermal cycles, is 

(2.92) 

2.6.4.2 Under the Weibull Life Distribution Assumption 

Assimie that the times to failure of a certain electronic assembly under a given 

power-temperature cycling profile follow a 2-parameter Weibull life distribution 

with the following pdf : 
0-1 
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where 0 < /? < 1 is required because a decreasing failure rate function is desired to 

justify a screening. 

Similar to the derivation of Eq. (2.76) for the the non-power temperature cy

cling case, the optimum temperature cycling time for a specified field MRL goal, 

MRLfMd, can be obtained using the following iteration relation: 

i 

t:=v log^ ^ MRLfieid 0 

A p  T j ^  my 
(2.93) 

This equation can also be solved using the computer program given in Appendix B. 

Once the optimum screening time is obtained, the corresponding optimum number 

of thermal cycles, is given by 

(2.94) 

Table 2.1 summarizes the equations for aging acceleration factor evaluation and 

optimum screening time determination under thermal cycling screens. 

TABLE 2.1- Summary of equations for aging ac
celeration factor evaluation and opti
mum screening time determination un
der thermal cycling screens. 

Subjects 
Non-power temp, 

cycling 
Power-temp, 

cycling 

Ap 

Using the 1st modified 
Arrhenius model Eq. (2.62) Eq. (2.84) 

Ap Using the 2nd modified 
Arrhenius model Eq. (2.66) Eq. (2.88) 

Tg under mixed-ocponential 
distribution assumption Eq. (2.71) Eq. (2.91) 

Tt under 2-parameter Weibull 
distribution assumption Eq. (2.76) Eq. (2.93) 
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CHAPTER 3 

AGING ACCELERATION QUANTIFICATION OF ESS BY 

RANDOM VIBRATION AND OPTIMUM SCREENING TIME 

DETERMINATION 

3.1 Introduction and Research Objectives 

Random vibration is one of the most effective screening stresses used in ESS. It is 

considered particularly effective in exposing mechanical defects, such as loose solder, 

improper bonds, printed circuit board shorts, and others. Among three principal 

types of vibration, namely, sine wave with fixed frequency, sine wave with swept 

frequency, and random vibration, random vibration is the most effective. Random 

vibration involves the excitation of a product with a predetermined profile over 

a wide firequency range, usually from 20 to 2,000 Hz. Product stress is created 

through simultaneous excitation of all resonant frequencies within the profile range. 

The objectives of this research are the following: 

1. Quantify the distribution of the cumulative damage and fatigue life of a imit 

tmder a given random vibration stressing for the following three cases: 

(a) Under the both-normal assimiption. 

(b) Under the semi-normal assimiption. 

(c) Under the Markov-process assumption. 

2. Quantify the aging acceleration effects due to fatigue of a unit imder random 

vibration stressing. 
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3. Determine the optimmn vibration screening time for a specified screening 

probability goal. 

3.2 Fedlure Mechanisms Under Random Vibration 

Let y'(<) be a dynamic response quantity in a vibratory system. At least three 

different failure mechanisms can be envisioned [36, 96, 182]; 

1. Failure can occur the first time that y(<) reaches a certain fixed level Yp- For 

example, Y(t) might be the relative displacement necessary to cause a short 

circuit; or Y(t) might be the relative displacement of a resiliently supported 

package which fails when the resilient support bottoms out after traveling 

through the clearance space Yp', or Y{t) might be the maximum stress at a 

critical location on the structure with Yp being the allowable yield strength. 

2. Failure can occur when the fraction of time for which V > V}? is greater than 

some predetermined fraction e. This might be the case, for example, in which 

Y(t) is the relative displacement of an electronic component, and Yp is the 

threshold displacement for maUimction, but the communication link of which 

this is a part is not considered to fail until the malfunction occurs for more 

than a certain percent of the time. 

3. Failure can be due to an accumulation of damage. Each excursion of Y( t )  does 

a small but definite amoimt of damage which depends on the amplitude of 

the excursion. Failure occurs when the accumulation of these small damages 

reaches a fixed total. For example, the fracture of metal elements due to 

fatigue can be assumed to be due to such a mechanism. 
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The major focus of this research is on the quantification of aging acceleration due to 

cumulative damage during random vibration screening and the optimum screening 

time determination for a specified screening probability goal. 

3.3 Fatigue Test, S-N Curve and Acceleration Factor 

In standard fatigue tests of structural elements where the stress varies with time, as 

shown in Fig. 3.1, but its amplitude, 5, is held constant, the number of cycles tmtil 

fracture, N(S), is coimted. When a large number of identical samples are tested 

in a range of stress amplitudes, a linear approximation between N{S) and .S on a 

log-log scale, as shown in Fig. 3.2, can be obtained from test data; i.e., 

logio =  a - b  logio S ,  S E < S <  S y ,  (3.1) 

or 

N{S) 5' = A, SE < S <  S Y, (3.2) 

where constants b and c depend on the material's fatigue properties, 

A = 10", 

Se = endurance limit, 

and 

SY = yield strength. 

E]quations (3.1) auad (3.2) are the so-called S — N curves, or "fatigue curves." Cor

respondingly, the acceleration factor due to stress amplitude increase from Si to 

^2, where Si < S2, is given by 

N{S , )~  A /S i~\sJ  • 



Stress amplitude, 5 

Mean stress, ? 

3.1- Stress history during a constant amplitude fatigue test. 

Fig. 3.2- A typical S - N curve. 
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Strictly speaking, the actual fatigue curve is not a single curve but a family of 

distributions scattered over a two-dimensional plane of S{N) and N, or the so-called 

P — S ~ N diagram, which will be discussed further later. 

3.4 Palmgren and Miner's Linear Damage Accumulation Hy
pothesis 

When the stress in the structure does not have a fixed amplitude but is a ran

dom process, the prediction of the probability of fatigue failure becomes difficult. 

However, the fixed amplitude fatigue data can be approximately, but "rationally," 

extrapolated to the random stress amplitude case by means of the linear damage 

accumulation hypothesis proposed by Palmgren and Miner [36, 182]. According to 

this hypothesis when n,- cycles of stress amplitude 5,- have been experienced, the 

structure has "used up" a fraction of of its fatigue life. The damage, D, due 

to loadiug with groups of difierent stress amplitudes will then accumulate linearly; 

i.e., 

The Palmgren-Miner hypothesis states that the structure will undergo fatigue 

failure when D > 1. Note that under this hypothesis there is no restriction on the 

order of application of the different stress levels. However, the experimental values 

of D at failure have been found to range between 0.18 and 23.0 [1, 81], depending on 

the material, the test conditions and the order of loading history. It was observed 

[81]  t ha t  a  low- to -h igh  load ing  sequence  (S i  < S2  < S3  <•  • • )  r e su l t ed  in  h igh  D 

va lues  (Z?  >  1) .  A  h igh- to - low load ing  sequence  [S i  > S2  > S3  > - •  • )  gave  low D 

values {D < I). This behavior applies particularly to strain-hardening materials. 
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For a loading history with representative high, low, and medium stress 

levels in random order, the value of D appears to be close to unity[36]. 

Therefore, the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis can be applied to a random process 

where the stress amplitudes change from cycle to cycle randomly [36, 92]. 

Equation (3.4) may be extended to a continuous loading process where the stress 

amplitude varies continuously; i.e., 

N(S)  = fatigue life at stress amplitude S .  

3.5 Distribution Determination for the Cumulative Damage and 
Fatigue Life Under the Both-Normal Assumption 

3.5.1 Stationary Narrow-Band Random Stressing 
3.5.1.1 The Normal Asymptotism 

When the stressed element is part of a sharply resonant vibratory system, the 

response stress, y(t), will be a narrow-band process with the central frequency equal 

to the natural frequency of the structure. It is assumed that Y{t) is a stationary, 

random process. Therefore, Y{t) may have a sample function where individual 

"cycles" are obvious although their amplitudes may vary in a random fashion. An 

(3.5) 

where 

f (S )  = probability density function of the stress response, S ,  

n(5)[/(5)d51 = number of cyclic loadings with amplitude in the stress 

in te rva l  (5 ,  S  4-  dS) ,  

and 
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incremental "damage" can be ascribed to each cycle using the Palmgren-Miner 

hypothesis. Accumulating these damages over a time interval T leads to a total 

damage D(T) which is a monotonically increasing fimction of T. At a certain time 

point, Tp, where D(TF) > 1, fatigue failure occurs according to the Palmgren-

Miner criterion. The central limit theorem can be invoked to show that both the 

distribution of D and the distribution of TF approach the normal [36]; i.e., 

D N [/xo(T), <T£)(r)] > (3.6) 

and 

Tp <-•> N 

where 

fiDiT) = mean value of the cumulative damage in (0, T) ,  

<^D(T) = standard deviation of the cumulative damage in (0, T ) ,  

Ij/Tp — mean value of the fatigue life Tp, 

and 

ax f .  = standard deviation of the fatigue life Tp.  

3.5.1.2 Mean Value of the Cumulative Damage and Fatigue Life 

If V'(t) is a stationary, narrow-band Gaussian process with zero mean, its peaks will 

follow a Rayleigh distribution with a p<ff given by 

M S )  =  ̂  r - f e ) .  

The expected zero-up-crossing rate, njj"(0), is equivalent to the natural frequency; 

i.e., 

<(0) = (3.9) 
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where 

Un = natural frequency of the structure, in radians per second (rps). 

It has been shown [36, 175, 182] that the expected cumulative damage in time 

interval T resulting from the cycles of all stress amplitudes is given by 

fom = (1^) (I) r (5 +1) • P io) 

where 

too 
r(n) = Gamma function of n = / e~^ dZ. 

Jo 

Equation (3.10) states that the expected cumulative damage is linearly proportional 

to the expected number of stress cycles in time T, njJ'(O) T = T, and also 

nonlinearly proportional to the rms value of Y(t), cTy. Correspondingly, the mean 

time to fatigue failure is given by 

I -A 
~ ̂ L(r)=l ~ {y/2 CyY r (f +1)' 

If the acceleration factor due to rms increase from ayi to a^, where <7yi < <jy2, is 

defined as the ratio of the mean lives at these two stress levels, then 
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3.5.1.3 Standard Deviation of the Cumulative Damage and 

Fatigue Life 

Mark [104] did a comprehensive study on the inherent variation in fatigue dam

age due to random vibration. Under the assumptions that the random stress pro

cess Y{t) is stationary Gaussian and the damping is light < 0.05), he derived 

the expression for the ratio of the standard deviation of the damage, ap^T), to the 

mean value of the damage, at the end of an interval of duration T as follows 

[36, 104]: 

0'D(T) _ 1 

yJn+(Q) T\ 

or 

V>i(6) 02(6) thjb) 
e  ?^n+(0)r '^n+(0)r '  

<^D(T)  ̂

/*D(T)  ̂

V'lW 
^n+COr'  

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

where 

njj" (0) T = expected totaJ number of cycles in time interval T, 

^ = damping ratio, 

b = exponent in the fatigue law of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), 

and the quantities ^(6) and rpz{b) are fimctions of b and are tabulated in 

Table 3.1 for odd integer values of 6 [36]. The values of V'i(6), V^(6) and ^{b) for any 

other value of b can be calculated by semi-log linear interpolation; i.e., interpolate 

with b versus logjo 0,(6), t = 1,2,3. 

Note that the approximate expression given by Eq. (3.14) is valid because in 

most applications the expected cycle number, (0) T, is large enough to make 

(0) r > 1 and ^ njj" (0) T > 1 so that both the second and the third terms under 

the square root of Eq. (3.13) will be negligible as compared with the first term. 
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TABLE 3.1- Values of Vi(^)) ^*2(6) and ^{b) as func
tions of the &tigue law exponent b [36]. 

b ^ i {b )  Mb)  fh ib )  
1 0.0414 0.00323 0.0796 
3 0.3690 0.02900 0.2120 
5 1.2800 0.09040 0.6790 
7 3.7200 0.22300 2.3300 
9 10.7000 0.51800 8.2800 

11 31.5000 1.23000 30.0000 
13 96.7000 3.06000 111.2000 
15 308.0000 8.11000 415.0000 

Consequently, the standard deviation of the cumulative damage, (Td(T), when 

y (t) is a stationary, narrow-band, Gaussian process with zero mean, can be obtained 

by substituting Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) into Eq. (3.14); i.e., 

which is proportional to VT and inversely proportional to \/^. That is, the longer 

the random vibration, or the lighter the damping, the larger the damage variability. 

However, the standard deviation of the fatigue life under random vibration 

stressing has been a very tough question for many years. Sun and Kececioglu 

[158,159, 84] proposed a "3<7-€qmvalence" approach for the determination of fatigue 

life standard deviation. This approach is based on the following two assumptions: 

1. The time for the upper band of the cumulative damage to reach 1 (failure) is 

equivalent to the lower bound of the fatigue life. 

2. The time for the lower band of the cumulative damage to reach 1 (failure) is 

equivalent to the upper bound of the fatigue life. 
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This idea can be visualized through Fig. 3.3. The justification of "3<T-equivalence" 

approach is the following [169, pp. 116-122]: 

Regardless of the underlying distribution, normal or non-normal, approximately 

99% to 100% of the observed data will be located within a distance of three standard 

deviations on either side of the mean. 

Wheeler [169] has demonstrated the robustness of this "3<r" rule by examining 

six (6) different distributions. 

Based on the above assumptions and justification, the value of axp can be esti

mated as follows: 

(a) Determine the "3 upper limit of D(T) ,  Du{T) ;  i.e., 

Du{T)  =  f iDiT)  +  3  

or 

£'i;(r) = ft, r + 3hj Vf, (3.16) 

where 

(3.17) 

and 

(3.18) 
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1 

ft n 

Fig. 3.3- "3a-equivalence" principle for the determination of the standard de
viation of the fatigue life distribution [84, 158, 159]. 

(b) Determine the "3 a"  lower limit of D{T) ,  Di , {T) ,  as follows: 

Di{T)  =  fiD( ,T)  ~  3 <Td(T) = hi T — 3 h2 >/T. (3.19) 

(c) Determine the "3 a" lower limit of Tf, Tfl, by letting Du{T)  = 1 and solving 

for T; i.e., 

h i T  +  d h i V f ^ l .  ( 3 . 2 0 )  

This is so because when fatigue failure occurs, or when D{T)  =  1, the lower 

limit of the fatigue life, Tpi,, corresponds to the intersection of D{T) = 1 and 

the upper bound of the fatigue curve, Dv{T), as shown in Fig. 3.3. 

Let y / f  — Z ,  then T = and Eq. (3.20) becomes 

hi  + 3/»2 ^  — 1  = 0.  

Solving for Z yields 

^ -3 + v^9 /i5 + 4 /», 

2 hi 
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where only the sign is taken because Z — y/T is always non-negative. 

Consequently, the "3 a" lower limit for Tp, Tpi, is given by 

(3.21) 

(d) Determine the "3 <7" upper limit of Tp, Tpu, by letting DL{T) = 1 and solving 

for T] i.e., 

This is so because when fatigue failure occurs, or when D{T) = 1, the upper 

limit of fatigue life, Tpu, corresponds to the intersection of D{T) = 1 and the 

lower bound of the fatigue curve DL(T), as shown in Fig. 3.3. 

Let \/T = Z, then T = and Eq. (3.22) becomes 

h i  Z ^ - 3  h i  Z - 1  =  0 .  

Solving for Z yields 

(e) Determine the standard deviation of the fatigue life distribution, , by letting 

h i T - 3  h z V r ^ l .  (3.22) 

where only the sign is taken because Z = y/T is always non-negative. 

Consequently, the "3 d" upper limit for Tp, Tpu, is given by 

(3.23) 

Tfl = - 3 CTp, (3.24) 
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and 

Tpu = /fTp + 3 (Ttf-

Subtracting Elq. (3.24) from Eq. (3.25) and solving for cttf yields 

(3.25) 

(Ttf = 
Tpu — Tfl 

3 /i2 + ̂ 9 /ij + 4 /ii 

2 /ii 

' -3/ i2  +  Y^9/» |  +  4/ i i  
21 

Simplifying yields 

/ij ^9 /ij + 4 /ii 

3.5.1.4 Reliability Evaluation for Fatigue Failure 

(3.26) 

Having derived the parameter estimates for cumiilative damage and fatigue life, the 

fatigue reliability can be calculated from 

i2Tp(T) = P[Z)(r)<l] = $ 

or, equivalently, from 

/?Tp(r) = P(rF>r) = i-$^ 

1 ~ /^D(D 
L <yD{T) 

(3.27) 

T - ItrTp 
(TTf 

where 

$( ) = cdf of the standardized normal distribution, N{0,1). 

Equations (3.27) and (3.28) should yield very close results. 
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Correspondingly, the probability of fatigue failure due to random vibration for 

time T, is given by 

QTAT) = P[D{T)>1] = 1-^ 1 - fiDjT) 

. ^D(T) 
fJ'DjT) - 1  

CrD(T) 

or by 

QTAT) = P{TF < T) = $ 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

3.5.2 Stationary Wide-Band Random Stressing 
3.5.2.1 The Normal Asymptotism 

If the response stress process of a vibrated element, Y{t), is not a narrow-band 

process but a wide-band process, then we can not apply the results based on the 

narrow-band stressing assumption directly. However, these results can be modified 

by introducing an equivalent narrow-band process to the original wide-bamd process 

[173]. Also, similar to the case of narrow-band stressing, the central limit theorem 

can be invoked to show that the cumulative damage, D, and the fatigue life, Tp, 

under the stationary wide-band random stressing approach the normal distribution 

[36]; i.e., 

D N [/ID(T)i c'^£)(T)] 1 

and 

where 

t^D(T) — mean value of the ciunulative damage in {0,T),  

(Td(t) = standard deviation of the cumulative damage in (0,r), 

HTf =  mean value of  the fat igue l i fe  Tp, 
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and 

OTf = standard deviation of the fatigue life Tp-

3.5.2.2 Equivalent Narrow-Band Process and the Equivalent 

Damage 

Let Ywai^) ^ ̂  stationary wide-band Gaussian process with a rms value of ay 

and an expected zero-up-crossing rate of njj"(0) which is given by [84, 175] 

g.(u;) du 
(3.31) 

or 

<(0) = 

where 

!^P WyU) df 
Sr^y{f)df ' 

(3.32) 

Sy{uj) = power spectral density (psd) function of 

terms of w, frequency in radians per second (rps), 

and 

Wy{f) = power spectral density (psd) function of Ywait) in 

terms of /, frequency in Hz. 

A stationary narrow-band process, YsB(f)^ which has the same rms value and the 

same expected zero-up-crossing rate as those of Ywai^)} is called the equivalent 

narrow-band process of Ywsii)- The general expression for fatigue damage under 

wide-band stressing of YwB{i)i is given by [173] 

D = <^(6:6) Dsbi (3.33) 
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where 

Dsb = cumulative damage due to the equivalent narrow-band process, 

e = spectral width parameter of the original YwB{t), 

€ = 1-
S,M du,\-

du,] s,(u,) du,j' 
(3,34) 

or 

c = 1 -
IITP W,{/) dff (3.35) 

and 

tp{e; b) = modification factor which is a function of the spectral width 

parameter, e, and the fatigue law exponent, b. 

Wirsching, et al [174, 175] derived the empirical modification factor by simulat

ing processes having a variety of spectral shapes and using the rainflow method to 

measure the magnitudes. The resultant expression for ^(e; 6) is given by 

b) = Ki{b) [1 - /ri(6)](l - (3.36) 

where 

Ki(b) = 0.926 - 0.033 6, (3.37) 

and 

Kiib) = 1.587 6 - 2.323. (3.38) 
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3.5.2.3 Mean Value of the Cumiilatiye Damage and Fatigue Life 

The mean value of the cumulative damage under the actual wide-band stressing of 

for a time period T, can be obtained by taking the expectation of both 

sides of Elq. (3.33) and using Eq. (3.10) which yields 

/xd(T) = ¥'(C;6X(0) (V^ r + 1 j , (3.39) 

where ip{e',b) is given by Eq. (3.36). Correspondingly, the mean time to fatigue 

failure is given by 

flTp =T (3.40) 
UD(r)=l ^(c; 6) „+(0) (y/2 <Ty)l> r (I + l) ' 

If the acceleration factor due to rms increase from <Tyi to where <Tyi < ay2, i 

defined as the ratio of the mean lives at these two stress levels, then 

Ap = = [y(g2;fe) n;^(o) 
A^f(<^V2) .9(ti:6) nyi(O), te)' (3.41) 

where €i and ea are the spectral width parameters of the stress responses under (Xyi 

and (Tjfi, respectively. 

3.5.2.4 Standard Deviation of the Cumulative Damage and Fatigue 

Life 

According to Eq. (3.14), the standard deviation of the cumtilative damage under 

wide-band stressing, using Eq. (3.39), is given by 

<^D(,T) — l^D[T) 

or, from Eq. (3.39), 

^i(6) 
en+(o)r '  

OD{T) — 
V>(£; 6) (v^ a,)' r (f + l) 

A \ 
Ml>) rtiC) T 

(3.42) 
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where 

and 

^ = damping ratio, 

ipi ib) = function of 6 as given in Table 3.1. 

Similar to the narrow-band random stressing case, Sun and Kececioglu [84, 158, 

159] derived the expression for the standard deviation of the fatigue life under 

wide-band random stressing using their proposed "3<7-equivalence" approach. It 

turns out that CTTP under wide-band stressing has a similar expression to under 

narrow-band stressing, given by Eq. (3.26); i.e.. 

/4 y/Hh^f+Thi 

2 {h\Y 

where 

a;  = v.(e; b) nj(0) (V5 <7,)» T ^| + l) /A, 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

and 

"^(0) 
Vl(6) 

(3.45) 

3.5.2.5 Reliability Evaluation for Fatigue Failure 

Having derived the parameter estimates for cumulative damage and fatigue life 

under wide-band stressing, the fatigue reliability can be calculated from 

/2r^(r) = P[D(r)<l]=$ 

or, equivalently, from 

1 - A^g(r) (3.46) 

BT,(T) = P(TF > T) = 1 - $ (3.47) 
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where 

$( ) = cdf of the standardized normal distribution, iV(0,1), 

and /iD(r)> <^DiT), ATp and are given by Eqs. (3.39), (3.42), (3.40) and (3.43), 

respectively. Equations (3.46) and (3.47) should yield very close results. 

Correspondingly, the probability of fatigue failure due to wide-band random 

vibration for time T, is given by 

1 -M£>(r) 
= $ 

f^DjT) - 1 
<rD(T) 

(3.48) QTAT)^P[D(,T)>1] = 1-^ 

or by 

Qt,(T) = PiTp <T)=^ 

3.6 Distribution Determination for the Cumulative Damage and 
Fatigue Life Under the Semi-Normal Assumption 

3.6.1 The Semi-Normal Assumption 

Note that the results presented in the preceding sections are based on the assump^ 

tion that both the cumulative damage and the fatigue life distributions are asymp

totically normal according to the central limit theorem. However, there might be a 

better distribution to represent each of these two random variables. 

Sun and Kececioglu [159] fitted various distribution functions to the fatigue 

life and derived their matching-moments parameter estimates assuming a normal 

distribution for the cmnulative damage. For example, the derived results imder 

the lognormal and the 2-parameter Weibull distribution assumptions are listed as 

follows: 
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1. The pdf of the lognonnal distribution is 

where 

fpr = log mean of the fatigue life, 

and 

ct = log standard deviation of the fatigue life. 

Using the matching moments method yields 

{ = (e'^ -l)K 

Solving this equation for and (Tt ' yields 

{ -\a 
^ x/l4-'coV^' 

a-r = ^/ioge (1 + COV^), 

where 

COV = coeflScient of variation of the fatigue life, 

or 

COV = —. 
tVr 
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2. The pdf of the Weibull distribution is 

0""' 

where 

/3 = shape parameter of the Weibull fatigue life, 

and 

T) = scale parameter of the Weibull fatigue life. 

Using the matching moments method yields 

But still, the real distributions for the cumulative damage and the fatigue life are 

not known. The objective of further research is to improve the existing methods 

and come up with more exact distributions for both the cumulative damage and the 

fatigue life, and a better estimate for both the acceleration factor and the optimum 

vibration screen time. 

The method presented next assumes a normal distribution only for the cumu

lative damage, but not for the fatigue life; i.e., the normal distribution assumption 

for the fatigue life is removed. 

Solving this equation for 0 and T/ yields 

= fJr/r (  ̂+ l) 
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3.6.2 Stationary Narrow-Band Random Stressing 

Under the normal distribution assumption for the cumulative damage in [0, T], we 

have 

D{T) ~ N\fJlD(,T)i<^DiT)], 

where /XD(T) and <td{T) ARE given by Eqs. (3.10) and (3.15), respectively; i.e., 

" " "  =  ( 1 7 )  ( i )  ( v ^ ( 5  +  1). 

or, from Eq. (3.17), 

fiD(D = (3.50) 

and 

~ (v^ "y)' p (b 
A 1,2 

ctd(t) 

or, from EJq. (3.18), 

<^D(T) — ^2 y/r, 

+ 1 
V'l(&) T 

2 Try e  '  

(3.51) 

where hi and /12 are given by Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18), respectively; i.e., 

'.. = (1^) (v^..)'rg + i)/x, 

and 

'•-'^'(1") MW-
Then, the failure probability (unreliability) function at T, or equivalently the cdf 

of the fatigue life, is given by 

FtAT) = P{TF < r) = P[D{T) > 1] = $ 
-1 

(Td(T) 
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Correspondingly, the probability density function of the fatigue life is given by 

^ gpm - l/.j(T) -1) ^ MT) = fiD(T) - 1 

L ^D(.T) 

where 

, (3.53) 

<f){z) = pdf of the standardized normal distribution, 

ri 

Now, from Eqs. (3.50) and (3.51), 

dfiD(T) t 

&r 

and 

d<JD(T) _ hj 
dT ~ 2 

Substituting Eqs. (3.50), (3.51), (3.54) and (3.55) into Eq. (3.53) yields 

'h,h,s/T-(,h,T-l)lf-^' 

hi T 

1 1 r*' 
/r^(r) = -i=e n^J 

V2 TP 

1 (*• 
— e 

y/2 TT 
2 h iT-ihiT-1)  

2h2TVT 

at 

m = -i- fAI+L) 

Let 

0 = ^2 
V^' 

and 

1 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 

(3.58) 
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Then, Eq. (3.52) becomes 

(3.59) 

which turns out to be the Bimbaum-Saunders distribution function [13] with shape 

parameter and scale parameter rj. Substituting Eqs. (3.57) and (3.58) into Eq. 

(3.56) yields the corresponding pdf of this distribution; i.e., 

MT) = 1 + 0 -n 
(3.60) 

2 P y/2 IT rjT 

The mean, median and variance of this distribution are given respectively by [13] 

= + = + (3.61) 

fp = '0 = (3.62) 

and 

(3.63) 

If the acceleration factor due to rms increases from ffyi to <7y2, where cjyi < cTyj, is 

defined as the ratio of the mean lives at these two stress levels, then 

or 

^ ^1 (^v2> ̂ ni A, b) 2 ^ b) 

/ 1 + 
1 ^(<ytf2;fa;n, A fr) 

(3.64) 
2 /ii(o'y2;u;nj-A, 6)J 

where fiTri )> 'ii( ) and /i2( ) can be obtained by substituting the associated 

parameters in the parentheses into Eqs. (3.11), (3.17) and (3.18), respectively. 
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The Bimbaum-Saunders distributioa is not equivalent to the normal distribution 

but more like a lognormal distribution in general (particularly for /3 > 1) as shown 

in Fig. 3.4 where rj varies from 1 to 3 and 5 while /3 is fixed at 1. But it may 

behave like a normal distribution for small values of /3, such as = 0.5 and /? = 0.8 

as shown in Fig. 3.5 where 0 varies from 0.5 to 0.8, 1.0 and 1.5 while rj is fixed 

at 3. Note that hi and h2 are not independent and have the following relationship 

according to Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18): 

3.6.3 Stationary Wide-Band Random Stressing 

Under the normal distribution assumption for the cumulative damage in [0, T], we 

have 

D{T) ~ A^[/iD(T),0-0(T)]. 

where hd{T) and crD{T) are given by Eqs. (3.39) and (3.42), respectively; i.e., 

(3-65) 

or 

M£»(T) = (3.66) 

and 

^ y>(£;6) (v^try)^r(| + l) ^^{h) n;}-(0) T 

or 

'^DiT) — /I5 V^, (3.67) 
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Fig. 3.4- Effects of the scale parameter, ty, on the graphical behavior of the 
fatigue life distribution, the Bimbaum-Saunders distribution, imder 
the semi-normal assumption where 0 is fixed at 1 while rj varies &om 
1 to 3 and 5. 
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Fig. 3.5- Effects of the shape parameter, /3, on the graphical behavior of the 
fatigue life distribution, the Bimbaum-Saunders distribution, under 
the semi-normal assumption where rj is fixed at 3 while /? varies firom 
0.5 to 0.8, 1.0 and 1.5. 
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where h'^ and are given by Eqs. (3.44) and (3.45), respectively; i.e., 

h[ = (pie, b) nj(0) (y/2 tr^)' T + 1 j /A, 

and 

h!2 = 
(p{e] b) {y/2 cry 

hi}"(o) 
^i(b) 

Similar to the narrow-band case, the failure probability (unreliability) function at 

T, or equivalently the cdf of the fatigue life, is given by 

/*Dm -1 

0"D(D \liVT J 
(3.68) FTf.iT) = PiTp <T) = P[DiT) > 1] = $ 

Correspondingly, the probability density function of the fatigue life is given by 

MT) = ̂  e-^. (3.69) 
'  d T  \ 2 h ^ T \ / f )  ^  

Let 

h!2 /?' = 

V^' 
(3.70) 

and 

~ h\' 

Then, Eq. (3.68) becomes 

(3.71) 

(3.72) 

which again turns out to be the Bimbaum-Saunders distribution function [13] with 

shape parameter /?' and scale parameter rf. The corresponding pdf of this distribu

tion is, from Eq. (3.69), 

hAT) = 
1 

2 13' ^/2itrfT 
(3.73) 
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The mean, median and variance of this distribution are given respectively by [13] 

'̂l 
MTf = »? 

2 h'. 

f — n' - ^ 

(3.74) 

(3.75) 

and 

^Tf 
/ \ 2  \, 5 jh^r 

4 h[ 
(3.76) 

If the acceleration factor due to rms increases from cTyi to <Ty2, where cTyi < is 

defined as the ratio of the mean lives at these two stress levels, then 

. _ MTr(gvi;<i(0),A,6) 
^ A»rr(<^v2;n;^(0),i4,6)' 

or 

^ h\{ajfl]n^{0),A,b) T 1 [/»^(gyi;<i(0),A, b)p' 
h'i{ayi]n+i(0),A,b) 2 h'i{ayi-,n^i{0),A,b) 

/ 1 + i [/4(<^y2;n;;^(0),>l,6)P' (3.77) 
2 h'i{(Ty2',n^(0),A,b) \' 

where /i7y( ), /i'i( ) and hl^( ) can be obtained by substituting the associated 

parameters in the parentheses into Eqs. (3.40), (3.44) and (3.45), respectively. 

3.7 Distribution Determination for the Cumulative Damage and 
Fatigue Life Under the Markov-Process Assumption 

3.7.1 General Idea - Zhu-Lei's Approach 

If neither the cumulative damage, D{T), nor the fatigue life, T, is assumed to be 

normally distributed, Zhu and Lei [184] proposed the following approach for deriving 

a more exact distribution for each one of these two random variables: 
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1. The time rate of increment in D{T), can be expressed by 

^^ = A[£>(r),s(D,ei, (3.78) 

where 

5(7") = time-characterizing stress function, 

and 

e = {A,b}, 

= a vector of parameters, A and 6, characterizing the fatigue 

strength. 

For a structural element of uncertain fatigue strength under random stressing, 

both S{T) and D(T) are random processes while 0 is a random vector. 

2. Assume that fatigue damage accumulation is a sufficiently slow process as 

compared with the stress process S{T), or equivalently, the autocorrelation 

time of S(T) is smaller than that of D(T), which is reasonable especially for 

high-cycle fatigue or when a large number of cycles are accumulated before 

failure. Then, according to the Stratonovich-Khasminski limit theorem [157] 

the cumulative fatigue damage D{T), governed by Eq. (3.78) for a given 

parameter vector 0, is approximately a diffusive Markov process governed by 

the following Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov (FPK) equation [184] 

(3.79) 
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where 

CC 

and 

p = p(Ar|Do,©), 

= conditional transition probability density of the 

cumulative damage, 

Do = initial fatigue damage. 

dD |Ti /IT+T 
/•O 

m{D, 0) = drift coefSdent = JS[/i] + / CC 
y—oo 

©) = diffusion coefficient = [ AC[h/ri h^+r] dr, 
J—CO 

At = A(f(T),S(T),ei, 

hT+r = h[DiT + T),S{T + T) ,E] ,  

dr. 

g^lT-.Ar+r = cross correlation of ^\t and h/r+r. 

AC[hr, hr+r\ = auto correlation of hp and hr+r-

3. Lin [96] has shown that under random stressing, the time rate of increase in 

fatigue damage is 

^ = (3.80) 

where 

iv|5(r)) 

NIS(T)] 

= number of cycles to failure at a stress amplitude S{T), 

which is governed by the S — N curve, or, 

= ^ [S(T)|-', 
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and 

E[M{J')\ = expected total number of stress p>eaks per unit time, 

which is a constant for a stationary stress process. 

4. Substituting Eq. (3.80) into Eq. (3.78) and then into Eq. (3.79), and solv

ing this FPK equation yields the conditional transition probability density 

function of the cumulative damage at T, p{D,T\Dq,Q). Then, the failure 

probability (unreliability) function at T, or equivalently the cdf of the fatigue 

life distribution, for a given initial damage. Do, and a given vector of 5 — iV 

curve parameters, 0, is given by 

FtAT\Do, 0) = P{Tf <T) = P[ D i T )  > ! ]  =  ! -  r p{D, T\Do, 0) dD, 
J Do 

and the probability density function of the fatigue life is given by 

/T,(r|g.,9) = 

3.7.2 Stationary Narrow-Band Random Stressing 

Under stationary narrow-band random stressing, the expected total number of stress 

peaks per unit time corresponds to the natural frequency; i.e., 

E[Af(T)l = /„ = (3.81) 
£ it 

Then, Eq. (3.80) becomes 

 ̂ = (^) 7 (^(^'1'-

Under the assumption that D{^) is a sufficiently slow process as compared with 

the stress process 5(r), Zhu and Lei [184] has shown that D{T) is approximately 
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an one-dimensional diSiisive process with the transition probability density p = 

p{D, T\Dq-, a, b) governed by the following FPK equation: 

 ̂= -Tn(<T„; a;„, A 6)  ̂| w„, A, h) (3.83) 

where 

m(<T,i c^„, A, b) = (1^) i £{[S(r)l'}, (3.84) 
1 2 

(T^i(Ty;u}n,A,b) = [(1^) f_^Cor[s(T)]»ir) dr, (3.85) 

C(7r[s(7')i4(r) = correlation function of [5(r)]^, 

= '^ l/wr. (3-86) 
n=l 

P̂ (̂ ) = ̂  {[ĵ  5'j,(a;) Cos[{u; - a;„) r] do; 

(3.87) 

+ 5y(a;) 5m[(a; - U n )  r ]  d u  |, (3.88) 

and 

5y(a;) = spectral density function of the stress response, Y { T ) .  

For a stationary narrow-band zero-mean Gaussian stress process, Y { T ) ,  the stress 

peaks follow the Rayleigh distribution with the following pdf: 

f { S )  = 4 (3.89) 
o"; y 

Substituting Eq. (3.89) into Eqs. (3.84) and (3.85) yields 

m(<T,;L.„M,»)= [(^) j] S' dS, 

or 

m(a„; A, b) = j i 2I <tJ T -h 1 j , (3.90) 
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and 

<T'K;a:„,A,6)=[(|i) i] /" T? f Cj dr. 

or 

Tl=l 
(3.91) 

where 

rn = r \lf{T)]' dT = 2 fyir)]' dr. 
J-oo Jo 

Solving Eq. (3.83) and incorporating the initial condition 

(3.92) 

p{D, T\Do; A, b) = 5{D -  DQ), for T = 0 

yields 

p{D,T\Do-,A,b) = 1 
\/2Tr [(7{ay-, Un, A, b) y/T] 

which turns out to be a normal distribution with the mean of 

fiD{T) = m{ay; a;„, A,b)T + DQ, 

and the standard deviation of 

ctd(t) = o-(<^v: i^n, A, b) Vf. 

lD-lm(,ry^n.A,b) T^^nl^' 
(3.93) 

(3.94) 

(3.95) 

The conditional reliability function is 

RTAT\Do;A,b) = P{Tf >T) = P[D{T) < ! ] = / '  p{D,T\Do-,A,b) dD, 
J  DQ 

or 

/2T^(r|DoM,6) = l-$ 
m(gy; ujn, >1,6) r + Dp - 1 

o{py'yU}ji, Afb) y/r 
(3.96) 
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The conditional cdf (iinreliability) of the fatigue life is 

ojn, A,b)T + Do-l' 
FtATIDo;  A b )  =  l -  RtAT\ Do;  A , b ) = ^  .  

<T{ay]u„,A,b) VT 

Correspondingly, the conditional pdf of the fatigue life is 

MT\D,-,A,b) = 

(3.97) 

or 

fTAT\Do;A,b) = 
y/Tir 

m{(Ty] ujn, A ,b) T - Dp + i 
2ff{ay',uJn,A,b) T y/f . 

_x fn'CgitWn.^.fc) T+^-ll 
» 2 L •yf J (3.98) 

If the initial damage is zero, or DQ = 0, then Eqs. (3.96), (3.97) and (3.98) become 

'm{ay;uJ„,A,b) T-1 
RTAT\0;A,b) = l-^ 

FTAT\0;A,b) = ̂  

. <T{(Ty-,Un,A,b) \/f . 
m ( ( j y ; u } n , A , b )  T - I  

and 

/r^(T|0;A6) = 
\/2 TT 

. (T{(Xy]Un,A,b) \/f . 

m{<Ty-, Un, A,b)T+l 

(3.99) 

(3.100) 

2 (T{ay;Un,A,b) T \/T, 

_ 1  r  m(9y ,a ,i) T- 1  " I '  

9 * L >/T J (3.101) 

Let 

A, b) 

^m{ay;Un,A, 6)' 
(3.102) 

and 

1 
m{(7y;u}n,A, 6)' 

Then, Eq. (3.100) becomes 

(3.103) 

F.,(T|0;A6) = .{i[g)^(g'"]}, (3.104) 
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which again is the Bimbaum-Saiinders distribution with a shape parameter 0 and 

scale parameter rj. The mean, median and variance of this distribution are given 

respectively by [13] 

= T? (l +1 /3^) = 

fp = r] = 

J _l_ i <T^{<Ty-,Un,A, b)' 
m{<Ty]u}n,A,b) 2 m{(Ty](Jn,A,b) 

m{<Ty;ujn,A,b)' 

(3.105) 

(3.106) 

and 

If the acceleration factor due to rms increases from Cyi to <Tj,2, where Cyi < 0-5,2, is 

defined as the ratio of the mean lives at these two stress levels, then 

jlp _ ^^Fi<^yl)^n,A,b) 
^ /XT|.(<Ty2;t^n, A,6)' 

or 

(T^{(Tyi-,Un,A, b) 
2 77l(^yi; Wn, J4, 6) _ 

1 a^{a,fl]ujn,A,b) 

_ Tn{(Ty2\^^n,A ,b) 

^ m{ayx\u}n,A,b) 

/ 2 m(ay2;a;„,A6) 
(3.108) 

3.7.3 Stationary Wide-Band Random Stressing 

Let Ywaify be a stationary wide-band Gaussian stress response process with a rms 

value of cfy and an expected zero-up-crossing rate of njj"(0). Then, the fatigue 

damage under Ywait) is given by Ek}. (3.33); i.e., 

D = tp{c,b) DffB, (3.109) 

where 

Dnb = cumulative damage due to the equivalent narrow-band process, 

yNB{t), 
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and 

(p{e; b) = modification factor which is a fimction of the spectral width 

parameter, e, and the fatigue law exponent, b, and is 

given by Eq. (3.36). 

The inverse transform of Eq. (3.109) is 

Given c. Do, A and b, the damage state transition probability density function is 

given by 

p(D, riBoi A, b) = p(D„b ,  riDo; A, 6) (3.111) 

where 

I [ = Jacobian of the variable transform of Eq. (3.110), 

dDsB 1 
(3.112) 

I dD (p{e] b)' 

p { D f f B , T \ D o ; A ,  b )  =  damage state transition probability density fimction 

under the equivalent narrow-band random stressing, 

yseit), which is governed by Eq. (3.93), 
I T'+OQ]}^ 

_ Z g i >/T)» 

n/^ [<T(cry; n+(0), A, b) y/T] 

or 

P{D^rBjT\Do;A,b) = 
"y (0). 6) N/^] 

(O/«.(«»-[m(<ry;nJ-(0).i4.t) T+Op]}' 
g 2 V'TI^ ^2 113) 
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where, from Eqs. (3.90), (3.91), (3.92), (3.88), and (3.87), 

"»(<^y;<(0), A, b) = n+(0) 2  ̂ <t5 r + ij , 

% (0), A , b )  =  [n;|-(0) -J ^5 £ ^1' 
^ J n=l 

^« = / [f^iT)T dr = 2 f \f?{T)Y dr, 
J—oo Jo 

^ ̂  Cos[{u} - 71+(0)) r] (Lj 

Sy{UJ) Sin[(u; - nj"(0)) T] du |, 

-r(l + A: + 6/2), 

V 

+ 

C„a2i  t  . 
a (*!)' (" - *:)! 

and 

Sy{uj) = equivalent narrow-band spectral density function of the 

o r i g i n a l  w i d e - b a n d  s t r e s s  r e s p o n s e ,  Y { T ) .  

Substituting Eqs. (3.112) and (3.113) into Eq. (3.111) yields 

1 
p{D,T\Do-,A,b) = 

y/2n [¥>(£;6) (Ti<7y]n+{0),A , b )  \/T] 

p 2 [Tl<ryin+W,A,b) Vf]' 

(3.114) 

(3.115) 

(3.116) 

(3.117) 

(3.118) 

or 

p{D,T\Do-,A,b) = 
vm [<pi€-,b) <T(<r„;n+(0),i4,6) y/T] 

{r>-»(€;t)tm(y,;nj-(0)M.M T-KOq)}* 

g 2 («.(.;») <r(ff,;n+(0)M.« 

which turns out to be a normal distribution with the mean of 

(3.119) 

MD(r) = v(e: b) [m{ay] njj"(0), A , b ) T  +  Dq ], (3.120) 
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and the standard deviation of 

<^D(T) = V'Ce;b) f f iay] njj"(0), A, b) \ /T.  (3.121) 

Consequently, the conditional reliability function is 

RtAT\Do-, a, b) = P{Tf >T) = P[D{T)  < ! ] = [ '  p {D, T\Do- a, b) dD, 
jda 

or 

RTAT\Do;A,b) = l-^ 
( p { € ]  b)[m{ay' ,  n+(0), A, b) T + Do]-1 

(p{e;b) <r{(Ty;n+{0),A,b)  \/f 

The conditionjil cdf (unreliability) of the fatigue life is 

Fr^(r|£>o; A,b) = l- Rt , { T\ Do; A ,  6), 

(3.122) 

or 

FTAT\Do;A,b)=^ 
tpje-, b)[m{ay] n+(0), A, b) T + Dp]-1 

ip{€] b)  a{ay\n+(0) ,A,b)y/f  

Correspondingly, the conditional pdf of the fatigue life is 

(3.123) 

/T,(rp„; A, 6) = 

or 

/TATIVo;A,b) = 
i/ 2 TT 

cp(e; b) m(<Ty; n+(0), A, b) T - (p(e; b) Dq + 1 

2<p{e-,b) a{(ry•,nm),A,b)T^/f 

_x 3 
V>(<;»)[m((T,;n7(0).^.t) T+Pp]-! 

(3.124) 

If the initial damage is zero, or Dq = 0, then Eqs. (3.122), (3.123) and (3.124) 

become, respectively, 

(pie; b) m{(Ty\n+(0), A,b)T-l 
RTAT\0;A,b) = l-^ 

FT,{T\0-,A,b) = ̂  

V?(c;6) o-((Tj,;n+(0),A,6) \/f 

( p { e , b )  m { a y ; n ^ j O ) , A , b ) T - l  

( p i e ] b )  a{ay-,n^{0),A,b) y/T 

(3.125) 

(3.126) 
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and 

fTAmA,b) = 
y/2 n 

(p{e;b) m{ay;n^{0),A,b) T+l 

2 ifiqb) (Ticy-,n+{0),A,b) T ^/f 

r»(c;t) r-l 
' ' »>(e;») 9(<ry;n^{0),A,b) -Jf (3.127) 

Let 

^ y?(e;6) a{ay]n+{Q),A , b )  ^  6) 

yj(p{e;b) Tn{(Ty-,n+{0) , A , b )  yjTn'{(Ty] n +(0),A,by 

and 

V = 
(p{e- b) m{ay-, n+(0), A, b) m'(ay-, n+(0), A, b)' 

where 

(3.128) 

(3.129) 

"^'(O-y;"Y (0)>>l.FT) = ^(C;^) m(<7Y;n;J"(0), A,6 ) ,  (3.130) 

and 

<T'i(Ty;n^{0),A,b) =¥>(£; 6) CT(ay;nJ"(0),^,6). 

Then, Eq. (3.126) becomes 

(3.131) 

(3.132) 

which again is the Bimbaum-Saunders distribution with a shape parameter /3' and 

scale parameter 77'. The mean, median and variance of this distribution are given, 

respectively, by [13] 

1 = V 1 + f i0')\ 
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or 

= -TTTT m'{ay\n+{Q),A, h) 

21 

2 m'{(7y;n+{0),A,b) 

and 

/p _ £ 
^ m'(<Ty;n+(0),A,6)' 

<4, = (/S- -)? fi + 

(3.133) 

(3.134) 

or 

2 [<y'(gy;<(0).A6)P 
KK;^^(O),>I ,6)P 

^_l_5 [a'{ay\n+{Q),A,h)] 21 
(3.135) 

4 m'(ay;n+(0),>l,6) 

If the acceleration factor due to rms increases from CTyi to <Ty2, where Oyi < (Ty2, is 

defined as the ratio of the mean lives at these two stress levels, then 

or 

^ m'iay2;n^2(^),A, b) 
^ m'(ayi;n+i(0),i4,6) 

^ 1 [<y'(<yyi;n+i(0),A. 6)p^ 

2 m'(<Tyi:n;J'i(0),A,6) . 

/ ^ ^ 1 [<y'(gv2;ny2(0). A 6)]^^ 
2 m'(«Ty2;n;Ji(0),>l,6) 

3.8 Determination of the Optimum Screening Length 

(3.136) 

3.8.1 Bimodally-Distributed p — s — n Diagram and the Thresh
old s - n Curve for Fatigue Defect Precipitation 

The fitted S — N curve presented in Fig. 3.2 is, in general, the mean value ciu-ve or 

the median curve (under normal distribution assumption) of Eq. (3.1); i.e., 

B[log,„JV(5)l = a-S£[log,oS], (3.137) 
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Fig. 3.6- The distributed fatigue life under various stress amplitudes. 

where both the stress amplitude, 5, and the number of cycles to fatigue failure, 

N(S), are random variables in nature. However, the actual fatigue curve is not a 

single curve but a family of distributions scattered over a two-dimensional plane of 

S(N) and N. Figure 3.6 gives an example of the distributed fatigue lives, N, under 

various stress amplitudes S. Figure 3.7 gives another example of the distributed 

strength (the allowable operating stress amplitude), S, imder various specified op

erating cycles, N. Determination of the optimtma screening time requires the use 

of an appropriate S — N curve among its distributed family, which represents the 

inherent fatigue ctirve of the defects. 

Sun and Kececioglu [84, 158, 159] proposed, according to the physics of failure, 

a bimodally-distributed S - N {P-S-N) diagram, for the fatigue strength of non-

screened xmits including electronic structural elements, such as solder joints, etc. 

This proposed S — N diagram is shown in Fig. 3.8 and can be mathematically 

expressed by 

/y(S){JV)=Q/N.(s)(JV) + (l-a)/K,(s|(n S>0, W > 0, (3.138) 
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N, N, Uf„Ar 

Fig. 3. 7— The distributed strength (allowable operating stress amplitude) for 
various specified operating cycles. 

S = applied cyclic stress amplitude, 

N{S) = number of cycles until fracture for the whole population under 

a fixed stress amplitude, S, 

a = proportion of the substandard subpopulation, 

Ni,(S) = number of cycles imtil fracture for the substandard (bad) 

1 — o = proportion of the standard subpopulation, 

Ng(S) = number of cycles until fracture for the standard (good) 

subpopulation under a fixed stress amplitude, S, 

where 

subpopulation xmder a fixed stress amplitude, S, 

U,(S)(N) = pd/o[ N,(S),  

and 

/^.(S)(N)=pd/of iV,(S). 
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8 

Threshold S-N curve 
for defect precipitatioa 

Log„\ 

Fig. 3.8- A typical bimodally-distributed S -  N (P-S-N)  diagram, for the fa
tigue strength of non-screened electronic structural elements, and its 
threshold S — N curve for fatigue defect precipitation [84, 158]. 

It may be seen from Eq. (3.138) and Fig. 3.8 that the number of cycles to fracture 

failure of a structural element, which is subjected to a constant stress application, 

follows a bimodal mixed distribution. This mixed fatigue life distribution is com

posed of a substandard (bad) subpopulation of 100 a%, which is to be eliminated by 

a random vibration screen, and a standard (good) subpopulation of 100 (1 — q)%, 

which is to be preserved after a screen, and is expected to dominate the residual 

fatigue strength of the screened equipment in the field. 

Let NQ { S )  be the 100 A %  confidence limit of fatigue life under stress amplitude 

S. Then, NQ{S) cycles of stressing at amplitude S will yield 100 A% fatigue failures, 
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as shown in Fig. 3.8. These 100 a% fatigue-failed equipment are among those that 

have the weakest fatigue strength. 

The "threshold S — N curve" for fatigue defect precipitation is defined as the 

100 a% lower confidence limit of the P — S — N diagram. 

Let ba and Aq be the parameters of the threshold S — N curve; i.e., of the 

100 a% confidence limit of the S — N curve family. Then, the threshold S — N 

curve is given by 

Nq{S) 5'- =Aa. (3.139) 

3.8.2 The Optimum Screening Time for a Specified Screening 
Probability 

3.8.2.1 Definition of the Screening Probability 

Screening probability, P,, is defined as the probability that the inherent 100q:% 

defects will be precipitated, which is equivalent to the failure probability of the 

defective subpopulation. 

3.8.2.2 Optimum Screening Length for Stationary Narrow-Band 

Random Stressing 

Case 1 - Under the Both-Normal Assumption 

Under this assumption, the fatigue life is normally distributed. Then, the op

timum screening length, Ts, for a specified screening probability Ps, is given by 

[84, 158] 

Ts = = MTf + Zps aT,r, (3.140) 
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where 

= 

= inverse function of the cdf of the standardized normal distribution, 

Aa 1 

ffTp = 

(f^) (n/2 ay)"" r (V + l) /^r 

/l2 ^9/^2 + 4 /li 

2 /i? 

and 

"' = (17) + 

(3.141) 

(3.142) 

(3.143) 

(3.144) 

Case 2 — Under the Semi-Normal Assumption 

Under this assumption, the fatigue life follows the Bimbaum-Saunders distribu

tion with a cdf governed by Eq. (3.59); i.e., 

Fr,(T)=${-
'T\ '  

.VJ \VJ 

where /? and rj are given by Ekjs. (3.57) and (3.58), respectively; i.e., 

/12 0 = 
y/hi^ 

(3.145) 

and 

77 = 

h, 
(3.146) 

Then, the optimum screening length, Ts, for a specified screening probability, Ps, 

is 

Ts = T 
FTAT)=PS' 
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or equivaiently 

Solving this equation for Ts yields 

rs = 2 [Zp,^ + y(Zp5 (3)2+4]'. 

Case 3 - Under the Markov-Process Assumption 

(3.147) 

In this case, the fatigue life also follows the Bimbaum-Saunders distribution 

with a cdf governed by Eq. (3.104); i.e., 

where 

0 _ <^Wy\(^n,Aa,ba) 

\Jm[Oy\U>n, Aa, 6a) 
1 

Tn(^^y',CJny Aa, 6q) 

7i(ay;a;n,>la,6a) = (|^) ^ (V^ (Ty)''" ^ 

<r{(Ty;uj^,Aa,bc,) = ^ aj" ^ '^n, 

= / [p^(r)]" dr = 2 I [p^(r)]'* dr, 
J—oo Jo 

~  ̂  ( [ /  C o s [ { u  - a;„) r] dcjj 

jT 5s,(cj) 5in[(u; — oJn) t] da;j |, 

(3.148) 

(3.149) 

(3.150) 

(3.151) 

(3.152) 

y 

+ (3.153) 

Sy{(jj) = spectral density function of the stress response, Y{T),  

and 

(3.154) 
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Similar to the semi-normal assumption case, the optimmn screening length, Ts, for 

a specified screening probability, Ps, is 

3.8.2.3 Optimum Screening Length for Stationary Wide-Band 

Random Stressing 

Case 1 - Under the Both-Normal Assumption 

Under this assumption, the fatigue life is normally distributed. Then, the op

timum screening length, Ts, for a specified screening probability Ps, is given by 

V 2 
(3.155) 

[84, 158] 

Ts = T\ 
FT^iT)=Ps = fJ-Ty + (TTp, (3.156) 

where 

/la 1 
(3.157) 

2 (/l'i)2 
(3.158) 

(3.159) 

(3.160) 

<p{e-, ba) = K,{bc) + [1 - iri(6a)](l -

Kiiba) = 0.926-0.033 b^, 

(3.161) 

(3.162) 

and 

K2{ba) = 1.587 ba - 2.323. (3.163) 
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Case 2 - Under the Semi-Normal Assumption 

Under this assumption, the fatigue life follows the Bimbaum-Saunders distribu

tion with a cdf governed by Eq. (3.72); i.e.. 

where 0' and rf are given by Eqs. (3.70) and (3.71), respectively; i.e.. 

V^' 
(3.164) 

and 

r . ' -  ^ (3.165) 

Then, the optimum screening length, Ts, for a specified screening probability, Ps, 

is 

Tq = T 
^ Ft^(T)=P5' 

or equivalently 

Solving this equation for Ts yields 

Ts = ^ [Zp, d + ^(Zp, +4]'. (3.166) 

Case 3 - Under the Markov-Process Assumption 

In this case, the fatigue life also follows the Bimbaum-Saunders distribution 

with a cdf governed by EJq. (3.132); i.e., 
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where 

/3' = 

V = 

ym'(<T„;n+(0),ylo,6a)' 

1 
<(0). 6a) ' 

(3.167) 

(3.168) 

"l'(^»:^»(0).^a'6a) = ¥'(e;6a) "^"(0) ^ (V^ fTy)'" T + 1^ = /I'l, (3.169) 

(3.170) cr' i(ry;n^{0),Aa,ba) = ¥?(£; 6a)nJ"(0) — aj 
n=l 

•Tn = / [/'^(r)]" dT = 2 f [p^(r)]" dr, (3.171) 
J—oo JO 

p2(r) = ^ I 5y(a;) Cos[(a; - nj (0)) r] dw 

+ Sy{uj) 5in[(a; - 72^(0)) r] du |, (3.172) 

5y(a;) = equivalent narrow-band spectral density function 

of the original wide-band stress response, YiT), 

and 

C„3 2^ ± (-1)' "! 
-r(l + A: + bfj/2). (3.173) 

(fc!)^ (" - ̂ )! 

Similar to the semi-normal assumption case, the optimum screening length, Ts, 

for a specified screening probability, Ps, is 

T - ̂  Zp, 0' + y/{Zp, P'Y + 4 (3.174) 

Table 3.2 simimarizes the distribution types of the cumulative damage and fa

tigue life, acceleration factor equations, and the screening time equation structures 

under both narrow-band and wide-band random stressings for both-normal assump

tion, semi-normal assumption and Markov-process assumption. 
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TABLE 3.2- Summary of distribution t}rpes of the 
cumulative damage and fatigue life, ac
celeration factor equations, and the 
screening time equation structures un
der both narrow-band and wide-band 
random stressings. 

Subjects Assumption 
Nature of random stressing 

Subjects Assumption Stationary narrow-band Stationary wide-band 

Damage 
distribution 

Both-normal 
assumption 

Normal: 
Parameters: Eqs. (3.10) and (3.15) 

Normal: /V[/io(T).<^d(7.)1 
Parameters: Eqs. (3.39) and (3.42) 

Damage 
distribution 

Semi-normal 
assumption 

Normal: 
Parameters: Eqs. (3.50) and (3.51) 

Normal: W[axd(T).<^(7-)] 
Parameters: Eqs. (3.66) and (3.67) 

Damage 
distribution 

Maricov 
assumption 

Normal: 
Parameters: Ekjs. (3.94) and (3.95) 

Normal: /V1/jo(T).'^d(7-)I 
Parameters: Eqs. (3.120J and (3.121) 

F^igue 
life 
diatributioQ 

Both-normal 
assumption 

Normal: 
Parameters: E!qs. (3.141) and (3.142) 

Normal: 
Parameters: Eqs. (3.157) and (3.158) 

F^igue 
life 
diatributioQ 

Semi-normal 
assumption 

Bimbaum-Saunders: BS(p,rf)  
Parameteiv: Eqs. (3.145) and (3.146) 

Bimbaum-Sau^ers: BS10, ri) 
Parameters: Eqs. (3.164) and (3.165) 

F^igue 
life 
diatributioQ Markov 

assumption 
Bimbaum-Saunders: 
Parameters: Eqs. (3.148) and (3.149) 

Bimbaum-Saunders: BS{0,t j)  
Parameters: Eqs. (3.167) and (3.168) 

Acceleration 
factor 
equation 

Both-normal 
assumption Eq. (3.12) Eq. (3.41) 

Acceleration 
factor 
equation 

Semi-normal 
assumption Eq. (3.64) Eq. (3.77) 

Acceleration 
factor 
equation Markov 

assumption Eq. (3.108) Eq. (3.136) 

Screening 

time 

equation 
structures 

Both-normal 

assumption Ts = r = + Zpg OTf 
lfT,(T)=Ps 

Screening 

time 

equation 
structures 

Semi-normal 

assumption Ts = 5 \Zpg 0 + ^/(Zpg 0) '  + 4 

Screening 

time 

equation 
structures Markov 

assumption 7-5 = •? \Zp^ 0 + y/(Zp, 0)' + 4^ 
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CHAPTER 4 

CASE STUDIES OF THERMAL CYCLING STRESS 

SCREENING 

4.1 Case Study #1 - Parameters* Estimation for the Two Mod
ified Arrhenius Acceleration Factor Models 

Following is an example illustrating the parameter estimation of the two modified 

acceleration factor equations derived in Chapter 2. 

Example 4-1 

To obtain the equivalent acceleration factor due to thermal cycling, it is often 

necessary to quantify the aging acceleration due to the reaction-rate stress; i.e., 

the elevated temperature. To accomplish this, accelerated life tests should be so 

conducted that the acceleration factor equation's parameters can be estimated. 

Given in Table 4.1 is a random sample from an accelerated life test on a shop 

replaceable unit (SRU). The nominal operating temperature is 25°C, or 298°AT. 

The nominal life of this SRU under this temperature is predicted to be Lo = 4 x 10'* 

hr. Do the following: 

1. Estimate the parameters of the first modified Arrhenius acceleration factor 

equation using the least squares method. 

2. Estimate the parameters of the second modified Arrhenius acceleration factor 

equation using the least squares method. 
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TABLE 4.1- Results of an accelerated life test on a 
SRU, for Example 4-1. 

i °K Lai, hr 
1 358 728.86 54.88 
2 378 183.55 217.92 
3 398 45.34 882.22 
4 418 10.98 3,642.99 
5 438 2.62 15,267.18 

1° ^Fi — ^ol^ai' 
Lo = 4.0 X lO'^ hr for the SRU. 

TABLE 4.2- AT, and Yi values transformed from Ta
ble 4.1 using Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27), for 
Example 4-1. 

i = r:,/r; Yi = loge Afit 
1 1.2013 4.0051 
2 1.2685 5.3841 
3 1.3356 6.7824 
4 1.4027 8.2006 
5 1.4698 9.6335 

t AFi = AF(T;,A'J. 

Solutions to Example 4-1 

1. Transforming the given and Apt into A",- and Yi using Eqs. (2.26) and 

(2.27) yields Table 4.2. 

Entering the Xi and into the NONLINEAR ESTIMATION spreadsheet 

of the STATISTICA software [155] and conducting non-linear least-squares 
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estimation yields the following results: 

G = -15.2576, 
H = 1.2709, 

with a correlation coefficient of 

RXY 1.0. 

According to Eq. (2.28), 

6 = ^ + 1 = 2.2709 > 1, 

and 

a = A-G(r;)'-', 

= (8.623 X 10-'){-15.2576)(298)'-"™', 

or 

d = -9.4333 X 10"^ < 0. 

Note that 6 > 1 in this case which leads to d < 0. Substituting these pa

rameters into Eq. (2.15) yields the corresponding modified acceleration factor 

equation for this SRU; i.e., 

Ap = 

fooB J. JTOS-1 _fr* JT09-11 = e 8.6MX lO-S ' ^ ' ^ J 
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Fig. 4.1— The observed acceleration factor values and the fitted first modified 
Arrhenius acceleration factor equation versus the applied tempera-
tiires for the SRU. 

or 

_ gl.0940xlO-» ((T;)' "«'-1.394.7021] 

Figure 4.1 plots this fitted acceleration factor equation as well as the observed 

acceleration factor values versxis the applied temperatures. It may be seen that 

this equation fits the original data very well. The activation energy function 

is given by Eq. (2.16), or 

EA{r) = \a\ (T*)' = 9.4333 x 10"^ (T') 2.2709 

It may be seen that since 

b = 2.2709 7^ 0, 

the activation energy in this case is temperature dependent. 
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TABLE 4.3— Xi and Yi values transformed from Ta
ble 4.1 using Eqs. (2.50) and (2.51), for 
Example 4-1. 

i x. = iog,r;. 
1 5.8805 
2 5.9349 
3 5.9865 
4 6.0355 
5 6.0822 

8.8709 
8.9334 
8.9927 
9.0493 
9.1029 

t y; = lege lege AFX - logg (^ - ̂ ). 

2. Transforming the given Tai and Api into X,- and Yi, using Eqs. (2.50) and 

(2.51), yields Table 4.3. 

Substituting the calculated Xi and Yi into Eqs. (2.44), (2.41), (2.42) and (2.43) 

yields the following results: 

C = 5.6069, 

B = 1.2142, 

Rxy ̂  0.9985. 

Substituting these parameters into Eq. (2.33) yields the modified acceleration 

factor equation for the SRU; i.e., 

and 

or 

(4.2) 
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Fig. 4.2- The observed acceleration factor values and the fitted second modi
fied Arrhenius acceleration factor equation versus the applied temper
atures. 

Figure 4.2 plots this fitted acceleration factor equation as well as the observed 

acceleration factor values versus the applied temperatures. It may be seen that 

this equation fits the original data very well. 

Note that since 

B = 1.2142 0, 

the activation energy in this case is temperature dependent. 

4.2 Case Study #2 - Determixiation of Acceleration Factor and 
Optimum Number of Thermal Cycles 

Following is an example illustrating how to determine the equivalent acceleration 

factor of a typical temperature cycle and how to determine the optimum number 

of thermal cycles for a specified post-screening field MRL goal. 
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Example 4-2 

Given is a temperature cycle profile with the following parameters: 

r; = 298"/^, TZ = 338®#r, r,* = 23yK, = | hr, 
<2 = f hr, <4 = 2 hr, <5 = | hr, <6 = | hr, 

= 2, and /?c = 2. 

The constant, rj, for the acceleration factor, due to the temperature change stress, 

is given by 

T/ = 0.01. 

The parameters for the acceleration factor due to the reaction rate stress, have been 

estimated in Case Study # 1 using the accelerated life test data; i.e., 

o = -9.4333 X 10-^ 
b = 2.2709, 

for the first modified Arrhenius Model, and 

C = 5.6069, 
B = 1.2142, 

for the second modified Arrhenius Model. Do the following: 

1. Evaluate the equivalent acceleration factor in one temperature cycle using Eq. 

(2.62). 

2. Evaluate the eqxiivalent acceleration factor in one temperature cycle using Eq. 

(2.66). 

3. Compare the residts obtained in Cases 1 and 2. 

4. Redo Cases 1 and 2, assuming 6 = 0 (constant activation energy). 

5. Redo Cases 1 and 2, assuming t/ = 0 (ignore the ramp effect). 
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6. The data analysis of the historical times to failure, which were observed dur

ing thermal cycling using the same temperature profile as given previoAisly, 

yields the following parameters under the mixed-exponential life distribution 

assumption: 

Pfr = 0.1, Aft = 8.5707 X 10-3 

Pg = 0.9, Aj, = 2.8569 x lO"" fr/hr. 

Determine the optimum thermal cycling time, T,*, or equivalently, the opti-

miun nimiber of thermal cycles, for a specified field MRL of 36,000 

hr. 

7. Another data analysis of the same historical times to failure, under the WeibuU 

life distribution assumption, yields the following parameters: 

P = 0.9484, 

and 

r / =  3 , 0 8 7 . 1 3 5 8  h r .  

Determine the optimum thermal cycling time, T*, or equivalently, the opti

mum number of thermal cycles, for a specified field MRL of 36,000 

hr. 

Solutions to Example 4-2 

1. Entering the given input information into the computer program in Appendix 

A yields the equivalent acceleration factor, using Eq. (2.62), 

A'py = 11.3593. 
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2. Applying the same computer program also yields the equivalent acceleration 

factor, using Eq. (2.66), 

= 11.1011. 

3. By comparing the resxilts in Cases 1 and 2, it may be seen that the equivalent 

acceleration factors using Eqs. (2.62) and (2.66) are very close. 

Taking the average value of these two acceleration factors yields 

A* ^F\ + 
— 2 ' 
_ 11.3593 + 11.1011 

2 

or 

A), = 11.2302. 

4. If the activation energy is assumed constant, or 

6 = 0, 

and 

S = 0. 

Running the same computer program with 6 = B = 0, and the other param

eters unchanged, yields 

A'pi = 4.3454, 
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and 

A'p2 = 4.3405, 

which are much lower than those when the activation energy is not constant 

but dependent on the applied temperature profile. 

Taking the average value of these two acceleration factors yields 

A* _ + ̂*F2 
— 2 ' 
_ 4.3454 + 4.3405 

2 

or 

A'p = 4.3430. 

5. If the ramp effect is ignored, or 

77 = 0; 

then, all of the acceleration is contributed solely by the reaction rate stress 

which is governed by the modified Arrhenius Law with temperature dependent 

activation energy. 

Running the same computer program with rj = 0, with the other parameters 

unchanged, yields 

A'PI = 6.9269, 

and 

A'fr^ = 6.7388, 
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which are lower than those of Cases 1 and 2 when the ramp effect is also 

considered. 

Taking the average value of these two acceleration factors yields 

Af- 2 ' 
6.9269 + 6.7388 

2 

or 

A'f = 6.8329. 

6. According to Item 3, the equivalent acceleration factor produced by a typical 

temperature cycle of length te = 8/3 hr is 

Af = 11.2302. 

Substituting the given data into Eq. (2.71) yields the optimum thermal cycling 

time; i.e., 

= 1 
• 8.5707 X 10-3 _ 2.8569 x 10"" 

131^^-36,0007]' 

or 

r; = 137.11 hr. 

Equivalently, the corresponding optimum number of thermal cycles is given 

by Eq. (2.72), or 

T* 
^oierm — ~r — 137.11 (3/8) = 51.42, or approximately 52 cycles. 
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7. According to Item 3, the equivalent acceleration factor produced by a typical 

temperature cycle of length tg = 8/3 hr is 

Af = 11.2302. 

Entering the given data into the computer program in Appendix B yields the 

optimum thermal cycling time; i.e., 

r; = 137.20 hr. 

Ekjuivalently, the corresponding optimum nimiber of thermal cycles is given 

by E]q. (2.77), or 

T' 
^therm = = 137.20 (3/8) = 51.45, or approximately 52 cycles. 

*6 

4.3 Case Study #3 - Determination of Acceleration Factor and 
Optimum Number of Power-Temperature Cycles 

Following is an example illustrating how to determine the equivalent acceleration 

factor of a typical power-temperature cycle amd how to determine the optimmn 

nimiber of power-temperature cycles for a specified post-screening field MRL goal. 

Example 4-3 

Given is a temperature cycle profile with the following parameters: 

r; = 298°/$:, t* = 338" a:, r; = 233" a:, ti = i hr, 
<2 = f hr, = 2 hr, = | hr, te = | lu", 
Ph = 2, and Pc = 2. 

The constant, r), for the acceleration factor, due to the temperature change stress, 

is given by 

t] = 0.01. 
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The parameters for the acceleration factor due to the reaction rate stress, have been 

estimated in Case Study # 1 using the accelerated life test data; i.e., 

a = -9.4333 x 10-^ 
b = 2.2709, 

for the first modified Arrheniiis Model, and 

C = 5.6069, 
B = 1.2142, 

for the second modified Arrhenius Model. The jimction to ambient thermal resis

tance at a hot spot of the SRU is 45.72 °C/watt and the power dissipation is 1.0 

watt. Do the following: 

1. Evaluate the equivalent acceleration factor in one temperature cycle using Eq. 

(2.84). 

2. Evaluate the equivalent acceleration factor in one temperature cycle using Eq. 

(2.88). 

3. Compare the results obtained in Cases 1 and 2. 

4. Redo Cases 1 and 2, assuming 6 = 0 (constant activation energy). 

5. Redo Cases 1 and 2, assuming tj = 0 (ignore the ramp effect). 

6. The data analysis of the historical times to failure, which were observed dur

ing thermal cycling using the same temperature profile as given previously, 

yields the following parameters under the mixed-exponential life distribution 

assumption: 

Pb = 0.1, Aft = 0.150 fr/hr, 

Pg = 0.9, Xg = 0.005 fr/hr. 
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Determine the optimum thermal cycling time, T/, or equivalently, the opti

mum number of thermal cycles, N^erm^ a specified field MRL of 36,000 

hr. 

7. Another data analysis of the same historical times to failure, under the WeibuU 

life distribution assumption, yields the following parameters: 

= 0.9484, 

and 

ri = 176.3926 hr. 

Determine the optimum thermal cycling time, T*, or equivalently, the opti

mum nimiber of thermal cycles, for a specified field MRL of 36,000 

hr. 

Solutions to Example 4-3 

1. Entering the given input information into the computer program in Appendix 

A yields the equivalent acceleration factor, using Eq. (2.84), of 

A'pi = 198.0938. 

2. Applying the same computer program also yields the equivalent acceleration 

factor, using Eq. (2.88), of 

A'p̂  = 194.9969. 
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3. By comparing the results in Cases 1 and 2, it may be seen that the equivalent 

acceleration factors using Eqs. (2.84) and (2.88) are very close. 

Taking the average value of these two acceleration factors yields 

AV = Api + Af<2 
2 

198.0938 +194.9969 

or 

A'f = 196.5454. 

4. If the activation energy is assumed constant, or 

6 = 0, 

and 

B = 0. 

Running the same computer program with b = B = Q, and the other param

eters unchanged, yields 

Api = 4.3454, 

and 

A'n = 4.3470, 

which are much lower than those when the activation energy is not constant 

but dependent on the applied temperature profile. 
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Taking the average value of these two acceleration factors yields 

A* _ + ̂ F2 
— 2 ' 
_ 4.3454 + 4.3470 

2 

or 

A'p = 4.3462. 

5. If the ramp effect is ignored, or 

77 = 0; 

then, all of the acceleration is contributed solely by the reaction rate stress 

which is governed by the modified Arrhenius Law with temperature dependent 

activation energy. 

Running the same computer program with r j  =  0 ,  with the other parameters 

imchanged, yields 

= 132.4770, 

and 

.4*P2 = 130.6921, 

which are lower than those of Cases 1 and 2 when the ramp effect is also 

considered. 
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Taking the average value of these two acceleration factors yields 

_ Api + Ap2 
• f -  2  '  

132.4770 +130.6921 
2 

or 

Ap = 131.5846. 

6. According to Item 3, the equivalent acceleration factor produced by a tv-pical 

temperattire cycle of length te = 8/3 hr is 

Af = 196.5454. 

Substituting the given data into Eq. (2.71) yields the optimum thermal cycling 

time; i.e., 

r; = 7.83 hr. 

Elquivalently, the corresponding optimum number of thermal cycles is given 

by Eq. (2.72), or 

T* 
^^erm = — = 7.83 (3/8) = 2.93, or approximately 3 cycles. 

or 
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7. According to Item 3, the equivalent acceleration factor produced by a typical 

temperature cycle of length ie = 8/3 hr is 

Af = 196.5454. 

Entering the given data into the computer program in Appendix B yields the 

optimum thermal cycling time; i.e., 

r; = 7.80 hr. 

Equivalently, the corresponding optimum number of thermal cycles is given 

by Eq. (2.77), or 

T* 
^^erm — T' ~ (^/S) = 2.93, or approximately 3 cycles. 

Table 4.4 summarizes the results of the case studies presented in this chapter. 

The following may be observed from this table: 

1. The equivalent acceleration factors using the first and the second modified 

Arrhenius models, for a given temperatiire cycle or a power-temperature cycle, 

are very close. 

2. A power-temperature cycling yields a much higher acceleration factor than a 

non-power temperature cycling. Therefore, it requires a much shorter screen

ing time. 

3. The screening time determined using a bimodal mixed-exponential emd a 2-

parameter Weibull life distributions are very close given that the fittings of 

these two distributions are based on the same data set. 
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TABLE 4.4- Results summary of thermal cycling 
stress screening case studies. 

Subjects 
Non-power temp, 

cycling 
Power-temp, 

cycling 

Ap 

Using the 1st modified 
Arrhenius model 11.3593 198.0938 

Ap Using the 2nd modified 
Arrhenius model 11.1011 194.9969 

Ap 

Average value 11.2302 196.5454 

Ap 
assuming 

6 = 0* 

Using the 1st modified 
Arrhenius model 4.3454 4.3454 Ap 

assuming 
6 = 0* 

Using the 2nd modified 
Arrhenius model 4.3405 4.3470 

Ap 
assuming 

6 = 0* 
Average value 4.3430 4.3462 

Ap 
assuming 

77 = 0" 

Using the 1st modified 
Arrhenius model 6.9269 132.4770 Ap 

assuming 
77 = 0" 

Using the 2nd modified 
Arrhenius model 6.7388 130.6921 

Ap 
assuming 

77 = 0" 
Average value 6.8329 131.5846 

Ts under mixed-exponential 
distribution assumption 

137.11 hr 
(= 52 cycles) 

7.83 hr 
(= 3 cycles) 

Ts under 2-parameter Weibull 
distribution assumption 

137.20 hr 
(= 52 cycles) 

7.80 hr 
(= 3 cycles) 

* 6 = 0 implies that the activation energy is a constant. 
** T] = 0 implies that the ramp effect can be ignored. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CASE STUDIES OF RANDOM VIBRATION STRESS 

SCREENING 

5.1 Case Study #1 - Optimum Screening Time Determination 
Under Stationary Narrow-Band Random Stressing 

Following is an example illustrating the determination of the optimum screening 

time under stationary narrow-band random stressing. 

Example 5-1 

During ESS an aircraft line replaceable unit {LRU), which is a 20-lb rectangular 

box of sheet metal construction containing edge-supported PC boards, is randomly 

vibrated by small electrodynamic thrusters to produce an excitation vector directed 

diagonally through the LRU's center of mass, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The 6-grms, 

20 to 2,000 Hz spectrum recommended by NAVMAT P-9492 [150] is used. The 

diagonal force vector has been found superior to the usual orthogonal approach 

(using a conventional slip-plate vibration fixture in the axis perpendicular to the 

PC board plane, as well as in the two remaining orthogonal axes) in exciting the PC 

board [150]. This is so because some degree of PC board bending is required to stress 

solder joints and other board metalization, whereas none of the three conventional 

orthogonal axis tests excited the PC board's fundamental bending resonance better 

than the diagonal excitation test. 

The bending stress response spectra in the engineering form, Ws{f) ,  at the 

center of a PC board, for LRU excitation in the X (longitudinal) axis and in 
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Fig. 5.1- Diagonal force vector vibration applied to a 
typical LRU with either electrodynanuc or 
pneumatic thrusters. 

the diagonal V (longitudinal-vertical) axis, are shown in Fig. 5.2 where only part 

of the response in the 20-250 Hz range is presented. It may be seen that the 

unconventional diagonal vibration test clearly excited the fundamental resonamce 

frequency at 125 Hz. Therefore, the mounted resonant frequency of the PC board 

is detennined to be 125 Hz. This process is the so-called Frequency Range Influence 

Test . The rms value of the response stress, 5(t), at the solder joint is measured 

to be ffs = 5.4 X 10^ psi. The damping ratio of the LRU is 0.01. 

Under both-normal, semi-normal, and Markov-process assumptions, determine 

the optimum screening length, Ts, for this LRU, for a specified screening probability 

of 99%, given that the solder joint defect percentage is 10% and the 10% failed life 

S — N curve for the solder joint is 

NiS) = (5 X 10^ ®)*,  

where 
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Fig. 5.2- Bending stress response at the center of a PC 
board for LRU excitation in the X (longitudi
nal) axis and in the diagonal V (longitudinal-
vertical) axis. 
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and 

>la = (5 X 10^®)^. 

Solutions to Example 5-1 

Case 1 - Under the Both-Normal Assumption 

First, the mean and the standard deviation for the fatigue life of the defective 

solder joint of the PC board under the given stressing conditions are determined. It 

is known that the stress response under diagonal force excitation is a narrow-band 

process and 

as = 5.4 X 10^ psi. 

Substituting these, 6a = 4 and ^IQ = (5 x into Eqs. (3.143), (3.144), (3.141) 

and (3.142) yields 

^ = 125 Hz, 
^ TT 

f = 0.01, 

and 

or 

hi = 0.00136, 

and 
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or 

/i2 = 0.00101, 

and 

1 1 
^ 735.02985 seconds, 

0.00136 

(Ttp = 
0.00101 ^9 X 0.001012 + 4 (0.00136) 

2 (0.00136)2 

or 

axp = 20.12036 seconds, 

where ip i {ba)  = ip{4)  = 0.6873 is obtained using semi-log linear interpolation using 

Table 3.1; i.e.. 

(4) = 0.6873. 

Therefore, the fatigue life of the defective solder joint imder the given narrow

band stressing, Tp, follows a normal distribution with a mean of 735.02985 seconds 

and a standard deviation of 20.12036 seconds, or 

T f ^ N  4^) =  N  (735.02985,20.12036^) , 

which is plotted on Fig. 5.3. 

logio^i(4) -logio^>1(3) 4-3 
log10 01 (5) logio V*! (3) 5 — 3 

or 

logio ^>1(4) - logio 0-3690 _ 1 
logio 1.2800 - logio 0.3690 2 

or 
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Fig. 5.3- The fatigue life distributions of the defec
tive subpopulation under (1) both-normal as
sumption, (2) semi-normal assumption, and 
(3) Markov-process assumption, for Example 
5-1. 
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Correspondingly, the optimum screening length for the specified screening prob

ability of Ps = 99%, 7s, is given by Eq. (3.140), or 

Ts — (iTp + ̂ Ps 

= 735.02985 + 20.12036 Z0.99, 

= 735.02985 + 20.12036 x 2.3267, 

or 

Ts = 781.84390 seconds, or 13 minutes. 

Case 2 — Under the Semi-Normal Assumption 

Under this assumption, the fatigue life follows the Bimbaimi-Saimders distribu

tion. Substituting hi = 0.00136 and /12 = 0.00101 into Eqs. (3.145) and (3.146) 

yields 

13 = -^= = 0.02735, 
\^fh \/0.00136 

and 

77 = -1 = —^ = 735.02985. 
' hi 0.00136 

The mean, median and standard deviation of this distribution are given by Eqs. 

(3.61), (3.62) and (3.63), respectively; i.e., 

= 735.02985 [l -f- ^ (0.02735)^ , 

= 735.30476 seconds, 

T p  =  T ]  =  735.02985 seconds, 
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and 

(0.02735 X 735.02985) x 4/1 + -(0.02735)2, 

= 20.11246 seconds. 

It may be seen that the mean value of this distribution is very close to its median 

which indicates the symmetrical behavior. Also this distribution almost overlaps 

with the fatigue life distribution in Case 1 under both-normal assumption as shown 

in Fig. 5.3. This is so because the mean and standard deviation are almost identiccd 

under these two assumptions. 

Correspondingly, the optimimi screening length for the specified screening prob

ability of Ps = 99%, Ts, is given by Eq. (3.147), or 

Ts = 783.31652 seconds, or 13 minutes. 

It may be observed that the required screening time in this case is very close to 

that of Case 1. 

Case 3 - Under the Markov-Process Assumption 

Under this assumption, the fatigue life also follows the Birnbaum-Saimders dis

tribution. Substituting the given information into Eqs. (3.150), (3.151), (3.148) 

735.02985 
4 

1^2.3267 X 0.02735 + ^(2.3267 x 0.02735)^ + 4 ^ 

or 
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and (3.149), and calculating using MATHCAD, yields 

Tn{as-,uJn, Aa, ba) = hi = 0.00136, 

^ ^  ̂ T H  ̂  * a ?  vwvfwfw 

iJm{as-,^^n,Aa,ba) n/0.00136 

cr{crs-,u}n,Aa,ba) = 0.00093, 

o'{crs;(^n,AQ,ba) 0.00093 
= 0.02522, 

and 

1 1 
= 735.02985. 

micTs] Un, AQ, ba) 0.00136 

The mean, median and standard deviation of this distribution are given by Eqs. 

(3.61), (3.62) and (3.63), respectively; i.e.. 

= 18.54482 seconds. 

It may be seen that the mean value of this distribution is also very close to its median 

which indicates the symmetrical behavior. However, the standard deviation under 

this assumption is smaller than those of Cases 1 and 2 while the mean is close to 

those of Cases 1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 5.3. 

= 735.02985 [l + ^ (0.02522)^ , 

= 735.26361 seconds, 

fp = T] = 735.02985 seconds, 

and 

(0.02522 X 735.02985) x W1 + -(0.02522) 
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Correspondingly, the optimum screening length for the specified screening prob

ability of Ps = 99%, Ts, is given by Eq. (3.155), or 

Ts = 779.44495 seconds, or 13 minutes. 

It may be observed that the required screening time in this case is relatively smaller 

than those of Cases 1 and 2. 

Table 5.1 summarizes the results of this case study. The following may be 

observed from this table: 

1. All three approaches yield very close mean fatigue lives. 

2. All three approaches yield an identical median fatigue life. 

3. The median fatigue life is close to the mean fatigue life for each case indicating 

a symmetrical behavior. 

4. aTp(Markov-process) < (Semi-normal) < ajy(Both-normal). 

5. Ts (Markov-process) < Ts (Both-normal) < Ts (Semi-normal). 

5.2 Case Study #2 - Optimum Screening Time Determination 

Under Stationary Wide-Band Random Stressing 

735.02985 
1^2.3267 X 0.02522 + ^(2.3267 x 0.02522)2 + 4 ^ , 

or 

Following is an example illustrating the determination of the optimum screening 

time under stationary wide-band random stressing. 
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TABLE 5.1- Results summary of random vibration 
stress screening case study under sta
tionary narrow-band random stressing, 
for Example 5-1. 

Subjects 
Assumptions 

Subjects Both-normal Semi-normal Markov-process 
Distribution 
type of FLDSP* Normal Bimbaimi-Saimders Bimbaum-Saunders 
Distribution 
parameters of 
FLDSP, in sec. 

= 735.02985 

(JTP = 20.12036 

/? = 0.02735 
(non-dimensional) 
77 = 735.02985 

/? = 0.02522 
(non-dimensional) 
7/ = 735.02985 

Mean, median, 
and std. of 
FLDSP, in sec. 

//Tf = 735.02985 
fp = 735.02985 
(Ttp = 20.12036 

= 735.30476 
fp = 735.02985 
ctp = 20.11246 

/iTp = 735.26361 
fp = 735.02985 
(TTP = 18.54482 

Required 
screening 
time, in sec. 

Ts = 781.84390 
(= 13 min) 

Ts = 783.31652 
(= 13 min) 

Ts = 779.44495 
(= 13 min) 

* FLDSP = fatigue life of the defective sub-population. 
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Fig. 5.4- Bending stress response at the center of a PC 
board for LRU excitation perpendiciilar to 
the PC board plane, for Example 5-2. 
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Example 5-2 

The bending stress response spectrum in the engineering form, Wsi f ) ,  at the 

center of a PC board in a line replaceable unit {LRU) under random excitation 

perpendicular to the PC board plane is given in Fig. 5.4, which is a wide-band 

process and has been approximated by a rectangular spectrum with a magnitude 

of 1.1 X 10® (psi)'/Hz. The damping ratio of the LRU is 0.01. 

Under both-normal, semi-normal and Markov-process assumptions, determine 

the optimum screening length, 7s, for a specified screening probability of 99%, given 

that the solder joint defect percentage is 10% and the 10% confidence limit S - N 

curve for the solder joint is 

N{S)  S '=  {5  X 10^ -^y  ,  
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where 

6q = 4, 

and 

= (5 X . 

Solutions to Example 5-2 

Equivalent narrow>band process determination 

The bending stress response is a wide-band process in this case. Therefore, we 

need to find its equivalent narrow-band process which has the same rms value and 

the same zero-up-crossing rate. 

The rms value of this stress response is given by [84, 175] 

(^s = \l f Ssiu) duj = Wsif) df. (5.1) 
r—00 

Substituting 

/ r 1.1 X 10®(psi)^/Hz, for 20 Hz < / < 250 Hz, 
^ ~ 10, otherwise, 

into Eq. (5.1) yields 

as = 1.1 X 10® df = y/l.l X 105 (250 -20), 

or 

(Js = 5.0299 X 10 psi. 

The zero-up-crossing rate of the bending stress response is given by [84, 175] 

^ (S) • 
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where cr^ is the rms value of S{t) and given by [84, 175] 

1/2 
(Ts = duj 

Then, 

SZ,u/'Ss{u,) du 

Note Ssiu}) = ^ W^s(/)- Substituting this and uj = 27r/ into the above equation 

yields 

"J(0) = 5^ 
fe) WsU) (,2it) df 

2SS°{ i ; )  Ws( f ) ( .2w)d f  '  

or 

I ^Ws{ f )d f  •  

Substituting Ws( f ) ,  given by Eq. (5.2), into Eq. (5.3) yields 

n|(0) = 

(5.3) 

p {1.1 X 10^) df 

1.1 X 10^ df ' 

i (2503 - 203) 

(250- 20) ' 

or 

nj(0) = 150.4438 Hz. 

Therefore, the equivalent narrow-band process to Ws{f )  has a rms value of 

(Ts = 5.0299 X 10^ psi and a central frequency of nj (0) = 150.4438 Hz. 

Under the stationary Gaussian and zero mean assumption for the bending stress 

process, the spectral width parameter, c, is given by [84, 175] 



where cTg is the rms value of •S(t) and is given by [84, 175] 

1/2 
(Tg = 5s(a;) duj 

Therefore, 

e = 1 -
Ss('^) dJ[ 

[HoSsH du]  SsM du]  

Substituting lj = 27r/ and Ss{(*}) = into Eq. (5.4) yields 

c = 1 -
2Jr(2f/)' A ^'sif) (2t) df\ 

[2 JT  i ;Ws{ f ) {2w)d f ]  [2 C(2"-/)'i»'s(/)(2ir)<i/]' 

or 

e = 1 -
[/oLfllWHr 

[rw^s(/)rf/][r/'^s(/)rf/]' 

Substituting Ws{f) given by Eq. (5.2) into Eq. (5.5) yields 

e = 1 -
[/'f/' (11 X 10°) dff 

[jf ° 1.1 X 10= df]  f  (1.1 X 10°) df] '  

1 -
[i (2503 _ 203)]' 

[(250 - 20)] [i (2505 - 205)]' 

or 

e = 0.6299. 

Since the parameters for the defective solder joint fatigue curve are 

6a =4, 

and 

= (5 X 10^-®)^. 
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The modification factor ^(c;6q) is given by Eq. (3.36), or 

=¥'(0.6299;4), 

= Ki{A) + [1 - A'i(4)](l - 0.6299)'^»(''), 

where from Eqs. (3.37) and (3.38) 

Ki{A) = 0.926 - 0.033 (4) = 0.794, 

and 

KiiA) = 1.587 (4) - 2.323 = 4.025. 

Then, 

¥J(0.6299; 4) = 0.794 + (1 - 0.794)(1 - 0.6299)^ °25, 

or 

¥>(0.6299; 4) = 0.7978. 

Case 1 — Under the Both-Normal Assumption 

First, the mean amd standard deviation for the fatigue life of the defective solder 

joint of the PC board imder the given stressing conditions are determined. 

Substituting 715(0) = 150.4438 Hz, e = 0.6299, ^ = 0.01, as = 5.0299x10^ psi, 

ba =4, Aa = {bx 10^-^)\ and (p{e;ba) = (^(0.6299;4) = 0.7978 into Eqs. (3.159), 

(3.160), (3.157), and (3.158) yields 

h[ = 0.7978 (150.4438) (v^ x 5.0299 x 10^)^ 

•r (i +1) / (5 X io")\ 
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or 

h[ = 9.8337 X 10-^ 

and 

(0.7978) (v/2 X 5.0299 x 10^)^ ^ ^4 

^ ~ (5 X lO^-S)^ ^ V2 

^(150.4438)—, 

or 

h!2 = 6.6466 x 10-̂  

and 

Htf = it = „ ooor,^—TTTT = 1) 016.9142 seconds, 
^ h\ 9.8337 X 10-4 

and 

6.6466 X 10-" ^9 x (6.6466 x 10-4)2 ̂  4 (9.8337 x lO"") 

~ 2 (9.8337 X 10-4)2 

or 

otp = 21.5649 seconds, 

where ^1(6®) = ^(4) = 0.6873 has been calculated in Example 5-1 using semi-log 

linear interpolation. 

Therefore, the fatigue life of the defective solder joint under the given wide-band 

stressing, Tp, follows a normal distribution with a mean of 1,016.9142 seconds and 

a standard deviation of 21.5649 seconds, or 

Tpr^N [nTp,(yTp) = ^ (1,016.9142,21.5649^) , 
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Fig. 5.5- The fatigue life distributions of the defec
tive subpopulation under (1) both-normal as
sumption, (2) semi-normal assumption, and 
(3) Markov-process assumption, for Example 
5-2. 
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which is plotted on Fig. 5.5. 

Correspondingly, the optimum screening length for the specified screening prob

ability of Ps = 99%, Ts, is given by Ekj. (3.156), or 

Ts  = f J /Tp  + Zps  (JT f ,  

= 1,016.9142 + 21.5649 Z0.99, 

= 1,016.9142 + 21.5649 x 2.3267, 

Ts = 1,067.0892 seconds, or 18 minutes. 

Case 2 - Under the Semi-Normal Assumption 

Under this assumption, the fatigue life follows the Bimbaum-Saunders distribu

tion. Substituting h\ = 9.8337 x lO""* and /i^ = 6.6466 x 10"'^ into Eqs. (3.164) 

and (3.165) yields 

The mean, median and standard deviation of this distribution are given by Eqs. 

or 

and 

h\ 9.8337 X 10-4 
= 1,016.9142. 

(3.74), (3.75) and (3.76), respectively; i.e., 

fr, = "' [1 + 5 (z?)'], 

= 1,016.9142 1 + i (0.0212)^ , 

= 1,017.1427 seconds, 

fp = r]' = 1,016.9142 seconds, 
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and 

= (0.0212 X 1,016.9142) x ^1 +^(0.0212)2, 

= 21.5646 seconds. 

It may be seen that the mean value of this distribution is very close to its median 

which indicates the synametrical behavior. Also this distribution almost overlaps 

with the fatigue life distribution in Case 1 under both-normal assumption as shown 

in Fig. 5.5. This is so because the mean and standard deviation are almost identical 

under these two assiunptions. 

Correspondingly, the optimum screening length for the specified screening prob

ability of Ps = 99%, Ts, is given by E]q. (3.166), or 

Ts = 1,068.3157 seconds, or 18 minutes. 

It may be observed that the required screening time in this case is very close to 

that of Case 1. 

Case 3 - Under the Markov-Process Assumption 

Under this assumption, the fatigue life follows the Birnbaum-Saunders distri

bution. Substituting the given information into Eqs. (3.169), (3.170), (3.167) and 

1 016 9142 / ^12 
—j 2.3267 X 0.0212 + y(2.3267 X 0.0212)2-f-4 , 

or 
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(3.168), and calculating using MATHCAD, yields 

Tn'(as;nJ(0),>la,6a) = h\ = 9.8337 x 10-^ 

^ V.^ J 1'"5'^ 
\Jm'{as\ Us (0), Aa, 6a) V'9.8337 x 10"'' 

^'(<7s;ns(0).^a,6a) = 5.8453 x 10-^ 

<T'(^5;n|(0),>la,6a) 5.8453 x 10"" 
= 0.01864, 

and 

Tn'(as;nJ(0),yla,^'Q) 9.8337 x 10"^ 
= 1,016.9142. 

The mean, median and standard deviation of this distribution are given by Eqs. 

(3.74), (3.75) and (3.76), respectively; i.e.. 

= 18.9594 seconds. 

It may be seen that the mean value of this distribution is very close to its median 

which indicates the symmetrical behavior. However, the standard deviation under 

this assumption is smaller than those of Cases 1 and 2 while the mean is close to 

those of Cases 1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 5.5. 

= 1,016.9142 [l + I (0.01864)2 ^ 

= 1,017.0909 seconds, 

Tp = v' = 1) 016.9142 seconds. 

and 

(0.01864 X 1,016.9142) x Wl + -(0.01864) 
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Correspondingly, the optimum screening length for the specified screening prob

ability of Ps = 99%, Ts, is given by Eq. (3.174), or 

Ts = 1,061.9950 seconds, or 18 minutes. 

It may be observed that the required screening time in this case is relatively smaller 

than those of Cases 1 and 2. 

Table 5.2 smnmarizes the results of this case study. The following may be 

observed from this table: 

1. All three approaches yield very close mean fatigue lives. 

2. All three approaches yield an identical median fatigue life. 

3. The median fatigue life is close to the mean fatigue life for each case indicating 

a symmetrical behavior. 

4. <T7y (Markov-process) < tXTy (Semi-normal) < (Both-normal). 

5. T5 (Markov-process) < Ts (Both-normal) < Ts (Semi-normal). 

5.3 Case Study #3 - Aging Acceleration Effects and Screen

ing Time Reduction Due to rms Increase Under Stationary 

Narrow-Band Random Stressing 

1,016.9142 
4 

[2.3267 X 0.01864 + y(2.3267x 0.01864)2-H 4 ^, 

or 

Following is an example illustrating the aging acceleration effects and screening 

time reduction due to input rms increase under stationary narrow-band random 
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TABLE 5.2- Results summary of random vibration 
stress screening case study under sta
tionary narrow-band random stressing, 
for Example 5-2. 

Subjects 
Assumptions 

Subjects Both-normal Semi-normal Markov-process 
Distribution 
type of FLDSP' 

Normal Bimbaum-Saunders Bimbaum-Saimders 

Distribution 
parameters of 
FLDSP, in sec. 

= 1,016.9142 

= 21.5649 

/?' = 0.0212 
(non-dimensional) 
i = 1,016.9142 

/?' = 0.0186 
(non-dimensional) 
77' = 1,016.9142 

Mean, median, 
and std. of 
FLDSP, in sec. 

tPTf, = 1,016.9142 
fp = 1,016.9142 
(TTF ~ 21.5649 

/iTf = 1,017.1427 
fp = 1,016.9142 
ctf = 21.5646 

/iTf = 1,017.0909 
2> = 1,016.9142 
cTTp = 18.9594 

Reqtdred 
screening 
time, in sec. 

Ts = 1,067.0892 
(= 18 min) 

Ts = 1,068.3157 
(= 18 min) 

Ts = 1,061.9950 
(^ 18 min) 

* FLDSP = fatigue life of the defective suI>population. 
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stressing. 

Example 5-3 

In Example 5-1, if an increase in grms of the input acceleration spectrum yields 

a 20% increase in the rms value of the stress response, 5(t). Assume that the other 

parameters, a;„, Aa, and ba, keep unchanged. Detemune the corresponding ac

celeration factors and the reduced screening times under both-nonnal, semi-normal 

and Markov-process assumptions. 

Solution to Example 5-3 

Table 5.3 lists the acceleration factor equations, under stationary narrow-band 

random stressing, which are simplified from Eqs. (3.12), (3.64) and (3.108) under 

both-normal, semi-normal and Markov-process assumptions, respectively. It may be 

seen that the acceleration factor equations under semi-normal and Markov-process 

assumptions are equal to that under both-normal assumption each multiplied by a 

modification factor, Osftiasi, (Ts2] A, b, and 9mp{(Tsi, crs^', A, b, ^), respectively. 

Typically, these two modification factors are less than one (1.0) for asi < <^S2-

The new fatigue life distribution parameters of the defective subpopulation and 

the required screening time, under both-normal, semi-normal and Maurkov-process 

assimiptions, for 

<752 = 1-2 o-si = 6.48 X 10^ psi, 

^ = 125 Hz, 
I TT 

i = 0.01, 

6a = 4, 

= (5 X lO'-'Y , 



TABLE 5.3- Acceleration factor equations, due to 
an increase of stress response rms 

value from (Tsi to <752 > under stationary 
narrow-band random stressing. It is as
sumed that the other parameters keep 
unchanged. 

Assumptions Acceleration factor equations 
Both-normal 

assimiption AF = (<ts2/^SI)^ 

Semi-normal 

assumption 

A _ hi((rp^) 1 1 1 h'Uasi)' / 
/ 

A,b 

1 1 1 
J Semi-normal 

assumption 

=  f e )  

=  t e ) '  

2 /»i(<rsi). 

1 + 1  
2 hi(0si). 

?SAr(0"Slj<7S2; 

/ 
/ 

A,b 

' 2 /ii(<rs2). 
i , 1 hliasiV 

2 />I(<ts2) 

,0 

J 

Markov-process 

assimiption 

=  f l  +  i  ' ^ ^ ( < ^ $ 1 ) 1  / [ i l l  
\<'SiJ [ 2 m(<T5i)J/ L 2 m(<rs2)J' 

= (fff) 
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and 

Ps = 0.99, 

can be obtained using the same procedure as in Example 5-1. They are listed 

in Table 5.4. Figure 5.6 is a plot of the fatigue life distributions of the defective 

subpopulation under both-normal, semi-normal, and Markov-process assimiptions. 

Also listed in Table 5.4 are the acceleration factors using the equations listed in 

Table 5.3 under all three assxmiptions. It may be seen that a 20% increase in rms 

value of the stress response yields an acceleration factor of about 2 and a reduced 

screening time which is only about half of the original screening time. Note that 

the following equation is only approximate; 

Tsi<Ts2) = TS{<TS\)/AF, 

because the calculated screening times, Ts{(Tsi) and Ts{(Ts2) ,  correspond to the 

Ps percentage lives of the defective subpopulation under asi aud (Ts2, respectively, 

while the acceleration factor, Af, is defined as the ratio of the mean lives under a si 

and o"52. 

The following may be observed from Table 5.4: 

1. Ap(Both-normal) > (Markov-process) > >4^(Semi-normal). 

2. Ts(Markov-process) < Ts(Both-normal) < Ts(Semi-normal). 

5.4 Case Study #4 - Aging Acceleration Effects and Screen

ing Time Reduction Due to rms Increase Under Stationary 

Wide-Band Random Stressing 

Following is an example illustrating the aging acceleration effects and screening time 

reduction due to input rms increase under stationary wide-band random stressing. 
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Fig. 5.6-The fatigue life distributions of the defec
tive subpopulation under (1) both-normal as
sumption, (2) semi-normal assumption, and 
(3) Markov-process assxmaption, for Example 
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TABLE 5.4- Results summary of Case Study # 3. 

Subjects 
Assumptions 

Subjects Both-normal Senoi-normal Markov-process 
Distribution 
parameters of 
FLDSP*, in sec. 

(PTf = 354.6099 

ffTf = 13.9807 

0 = 0.0394 
(non-dimensional) 
ri = 354.6099 

13 = 0.0358 
(non-dimensional) 
77 = 354.6099 

Acceleration 
factor AF = 2.0736 AF = 2.0727 AF = 2.0729 
Required 
screening 
time, in sec. 

Ts = 387.1387 
(S 7miii) 

Ts = 388.6419 
(=^ 7 min) 

Ts = 385.4032 
(= 7 min) 

* FLDSP = fatigue life of the defective sub-population. 

Example 5-^ 

In Example 5-2, if an increase in grms of the input acceleration spectrum yields 

a 20% increase in the rms value of the stress response, S(t). Assume that the 

other parameters, 7x5(0), c, i4a, and ba, keep unchanged. Determine the corre

sponding acceleration factors and the reduced screening times under both-normal, 

semi-normal and Markov-process assumptions. 

Solution to Example 5-4 

Table 5.5 lists the acceleration factor equations, under stationary wide-band 

random stressing, which are simplified from Eqs. (3.41), (3.77) and (3.136) under 

both-normal, semi-normal and Markov-process assumptions, respectively. It may be 

seen that the acceleration factor equations under semi-normal and Markov-process 

assumptions are equal to that under both-normal assumption each multiplied by 

a modification factor, ^s/v(<T5i, ffs2'. A, b, e) and (rs2] A, 6, c), 

respectively. Typically, these two modification factors are less than one (1.0) for 
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TABLE 5.5- Acceleration factor equations, due to 
an increase of stress response rms value 
from <751 to <rs2> under stationary wide
band random stressing. It is assumed 
that the other parameters keep un
changed. 

Assumptions Acceleration factor equations 
Both-normal 

assumption A — — (££l\ 
v(ei ;6) V<rj;i J V ) 

1 I 1 
^ ^ 2 k\{<Tsi) 
1 . 1  
^ 2 h\{<Tsi) 

T I 1 (ft?(g5a)]^" 
^ 2 /»\(<rs2) . 

1 , 1  
^ 2 h[(<TSi) 

Semi-normal 

assumption 

Ap = Mfsz) 
h[{asi) 

= fe) 

/ 
/ 

1 1 Wiasi)^ Markov-process 

assumption 

Ap = 
_ rn.'{asi) 1 + 

1 + i ^ ^ 2 m'(<rsi) =fe); 

= ( f f f )  ^Mpi (^s i , ( ^S2]A ,b , ^ , e )  

1 + 2 m'(<rs2) 
1 . i K(gga)l 
^ ^ 2 m'(<rs2) 

lai 

CSl < (^S2-

The new fatigue life distribution parameters of the defective subpopulation and 

the required screening time, imder both-normal, semi-normal and Markov-process 

assumptions, for 

as2 = 1.2 ffsi = 6,035.88 psi, 

nj(0) = 150.4438 Hz, 

^ = 0.01, 

e = 0.6299, 

6a =4, 

Aa =  {bx  10 '  =) ' ,  
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and 

Ps = 0.99, 

can be obtained using the same procedure as in Example 5-2. They are listed 

in Table 5.6. Figure 5.7 is a plot of the fatigue life distributions of the defective 

subpopulation under both-normal, semi-normal, and Markov-process assimiptions. 

Also listed in Table 5.6 are the acceleration factors using the equations listed in 

Table 5.5 imder all three assumptions. It may be seen that a 20% increase in rms 

value of the stress response 3delds an acceleration factor of about 2 and a reduced 

screening time which is only about half of the original screening time. Note that 

the following equation is only approximate; 

Ts((TS2) = TS{<7SI)/AF, 

because the calculated screening times, Ts(<T5i) and 2s(<ts2), correspond to the 

Ps percentage lives of the defective subpopulation imder <tsi and as2) respectively, 

while the acceleration factor, Ap, is defined as the ratio of the mean lives under asi 

and (Ts2-

TABLE 5.6- Results summary of Case Study # 4. 

Subjects 
Assumptions 

Subjects Both-normal Semi-normal Markov-process 
Distribution 
parameters of 
FLDSP*, in sec. 

fjTr = 490.4124 

(JTf = 14.9834 

0' = 0.0305 
(non-dimensional) 
rf = 490.4124 

0' = 0.0284 
(non-dimensional) 
rf = 490.4124 

Acceleration 
factor AF = 2.0736 Ap = 2.0731 AF = 2.0732 
Required 
screening 
time, in sec. 

Ts = 525.2743 
(5^ 9 min) 

Ts = 526.4709 
9 min) 

Ts = 523.9063 
(^9 min) 

* FLDSP = fatigue life of the defective sub-population. 
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Fig. 5.7- The fatigue life distributions of the defec
tive subpopulation under (1) both-normal as-
s\imption, (2) semi-normal assumption, and 
(3) Markov-process assumption, for Example 
5-4. 
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The following may be observed from Table 5.6: 

1. Air (Both-normal) > Ap (Markov-process) > Ap (Semi-normal). 

2. Ts(Markov-process) < Ts(Both-normal) < Ts(Semi-normal). 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Summary and Contributions of This Study 

The physical quantification of the aging acceleration effects of ESS by thermal cy

cling and random vibration has been extensively investigated. Methods and proce

dures for determining the optimum stress screening time under thermal cycling and 

random vibration environments have been developed and illustrated with numerical 

examples. 

6.1.1 Thermal Cycling Stress Screening 

For the thermal cycling stress screening, the following have been established: 

1. A general model to describe a typical temperature response cycle. 

2. The least-squares parameter estimates for the two modified Arrhenius models. 

3. A general model for quantifying the equivalent aging acceleration factor of a 

typical temperature cycle considering both reaction rate stress and tempera

ture change rate stress, and also incorporating the temperature dependence 

of the activation energy by using the modified Arrhenius models. 

4. A closed form solution of the optimum number of temperature cycles for a 

specified post-screen field MRL goal under the mixed-exponential life distri

bution assumption. 
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5. An iterative solution of the optimum number of temperature cycles for a 

specified post-screen field MRL goal under the 2-parameter Weibull life dis

tribution assTimption. 

6. Development of the math model representing a typical power-temperature 

cycle. 

7. Derivation of the equivalent aging acceleration factor for a given power-temperature 

cycling. 

8. Determination of the optimum number of power-temperature cycles for a 

specified post-screen field MRL goal imder both mixed-exponential and 2-

parameter Weibull life distribution assumptions. 

9. A computer program, which is listed in Appendix A, is developed to evaluate 

the equivalent aging acceleration factor for any given temperature cycling or 

any given power-temperature cycling screens. 

10. A computer program, which is listed in Appendix B, is developed to determine 

the optimum screening time under the 2-parameter Weibull life distribution 

assumption. 

11. Methods comparison and illustration using numerical examples. 

The theoretical derivations and numerical examples have shown that 

1. Treating the activation energy as a temperature-dependent physical prop

erty is superior to the conventional approach of treating it as a temperature-

independent constant. This is so not only because a temperature-dependent 

activ-ation energy includes a temperature-independent activation energy as its 
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special case, but also because the introduction of this concept overcomes the 

pitfall of the conventional Arrhenius model. 

2. The transformed least-squares estimates for the two modified Arrhenius mod

els provide very good fit to the raw data. 

3. Using the two fitted Modified Arrhenius models yields very close results both 

for the equivalent acceleration factor and for the optimum screening time. 

4. Power-temperature cycling provides more severe thermal stressing and higher 

aging acceleration. Therefore, it requires much less screening time to achieve 

the same screening goal. 

6.1.2 Random Vibration Stress Screening 

For the random vibration stress screening, the following have been established: 

1. The "SiT-equivalence" approach for the determination of the fatigue life distri

bution parameters under the central-limit theorem (both-normal assumption) 

and using Mark's equation of fatigue damage standard deviation. 

2. The fitting of various distributions to fatigue life and the derivation of their 

matching-moments parameter estimates assuming a normally distributed fa

tigue damage. 

3. Development of a refined method for fatigue life distribution determination 

and a better prediction for both the acceleration factor and for the optimum 

vibration screening duration under the normal distribution assumption for the 

cumulative damage only (semi-normal assumption) and using Mark's equation 
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of fatigue damage standard deviation. The fatigue life distribution turns out 

to be the Bimbaum-Saunders under this assumption. 

4. Development of a more exact method for determining the cumulative damage 

and fatigue life distributions, acceleration factor, and the optimum random 

vibration screening duration \mder the Markov-process assumption. Under 

this assimiption, the cumulative damage and fatigue life distributions turn 

out to be the normal and the Bimbaum-Saunders, respectively. 

5. Development of the acceleration factor equations imder stationary narrow

band and stationary wide-band random stressings corresponding to both-

normal, semi-normal and Markov-process assimiptions. 

6. A bimodal mixed P — S — N diagram to describe the fatigue strength of a 

non-screened unit. 

7. The concepts of the threshold S — N curve and the screening probability for 

fatigue defect precipitation. 

8. A closed form solution of the optimum random vibration stress screening 

duration for a specified screening probability under both-normal, semi-normal, 

and Markov-process assumptions. 

9. Comparison and illustration of the presented methods using numerical exam

ples. 

The theoretical derivations and numerical examples have shown that 

1. The "Sa-equivalence" approach is a very simple, straightforward but very 

robust method for determining the distribution of the fatigue life from the 

cumulative damage distribution. 
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2. Compared with "Sc-equivalence" approach, the semi-normal approach is more 

profoimd mathematicedly. It has the advantage of being simple but provides 

more accurate results. 

3. The Markov-process approach is more refined theoretically. Without approx

imations, however, the calculations are much more complicated than the pre

ceding two models. 

4. All three approaches jdeld the same distribution type for the cumulative dam

age; i.e., the normal distribution. Both semi-normal and Markov-process ap

proaches yield the same distribution for the fatigue life; i.e., the Bimbaum-

Saunders distribution. They share the same parameter structure with hi and 

/i2 in the semi-normal approach corresponding to m (drift coefficient) and cx 

(diffusion coefficient) in the Markov-process approach. 

5. All three approaches yield the same median fatigue life. The fatigue life 

standard deviation obtained from the both-normal approach is greater than 

that from semi-normal approach and the later is greater than that from the 

Markov-process approach. 

6. Among these three approaches, semi-normal approach yields the most con

servative (longest) screening time while the Markov-process approach yields 

the least conservative (shortest) screening time. The screening time obtained 

from the "Str-equivalence" approach is between these two. 

7. Considering both the theoretical accuracy and the ease for engineering appli

cations, the semi-normal approach is more recommended. 
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8. The calculated fatigue life variation due to the randomness of the stress re

sponse spectrum is not significant for both narrow-band and wide-band ran

dom stressings. This phenomenon has been reported also in other sources 

[184, 84, 158, 159]. This is so partially because the randomness of the mate

rial properties is not considered in the developed equations. Methodologies of 

incorporating this randonmess into the quantification is discussed next in the 

recommendation section. 

9. The concepts of the bimodally distributed P~S—N diagram and the threshold 

S — N curve provide better physical insights and interpretations of the failure 

process during a random vibration stress screen. 

It is believed that this research will greatly enhance the understanding of the 

physical process during ESS and make the physical quantification and optimization 

of ESS more scientifically justified. 

6.2 Recommeiidatioiis for Future Studies 

ESS is a qmte complicated engineering subject. The quantification theories behind 

it have not reached their mature stage as yet. More explorations, verifications and 

improvements are needed in the future. The following are some reconomendations: 

1. Derive the equivalent aging acceleration factor of a typical temperature or 

power-temperature cycling profile from the thermal fatigue point of view. 

The major failure mechanism under thermal cycling environment has been 

thermal fatigue due to thermal expansion and contraction. This approach 

may also facilitate the physical quantification of the combined thermal cycling 

and random vibration screening imder a common physical criterion; fatigue. 
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2. Quantify more accurately the random vibration stress screen considering the 

mean-stress effect. The mean-stress effect is not considered in this study. 

There are various approaches in incorporating this effect such as modifying 

the fatigue coeflScient A in the fatigue curve based on the Goodman diagram 

[175|. 

3. Quantify more accurately the random vibration stress screen considering the 

randomness of material properties. The distributions for the cumulative dam

age and fatigue life developed in this study are actually the conditional distri

butions; i.e., distributions for a given fixed value of a material fatigue prop

erty, such as A and 6 in the fatigue ctirve. The marginal distributions of both 

the cumulative damage and the fatigue life can be obtained by integrating 

the product of the conditional distribution and the joint distribution of the 

material properties. 

4. Quantify the aging acceleration of the random vibration screen from the first-

passage failure point of view. Sometimes, the early failure occurs during 

random vibration screening due to the local stress amplitude exceeding a 

threshold level. 

5. Quantify the aging acceleration of the random vibration screen considering 

both the first-passage failure and the fatigue failure mechanisms. These two 

failure mechanisms may be acting together during the random vibration stress 

screening and may be competing with each other. The mixture model or the 

competing model may be considered to describe the corresponding failure 

process. 
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6. Quantify physically stress screening under combined thermal cycling and ran

dom vibration environment. Thermal stress and mechanical stress may have 

interaction effects under the combined environments. Theoretically, applying 

thermal cycling and random vibration sequentially or simultaneously should 

yield different resxilts though some reports &om industry indicate that this 

difference is not significant. A theoretical quantification and verification will 

be very valuable. 

7. Quantify stress screening under multiple-stress environments. As discussed 

in Chapter 1, multiple stresses may be applied during stress screening to pre

cipitate more effectively the latent defects which may not surface under one 

or two stress types. For example, humidity stress and electrical stress may 

be used in conjimction with thermal cycling and random vibration. Physi

cal quantification of this type of stress screening may be quite complicated. 

However, design-of-experiments (DOE) approach may be used to facilitate 

this procedure [84]. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER PROGRAM IN FORTRAN 77 FOR EVALUATING 

THE EQUIVALENT ACCELERATION FACTOR OF A 
TEMPERATURE OR A POWER-TEMPERATURE CYCLING 

c 
c $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
C $ THIS PROGRAM IS DEVELOPED FOR EVALUATING THE EQUIVALENT $ 
C $ ACCELERATION FACTOR FOR A TYPICAL TEMPERATURE CYCLE AND $ 
C $ A TYPICAL POWER-TEMPERATURE CYCLE CONSIDERING BOTH THE $ 
C $ REACTION RATE STRESS AND THE TEMPERATURE CHANGE RATE $ 
C $ STRESS. AN INDICATING FUNCTION IS INTRODUCED TO $ 
C $ INCORPORATE THE SELF-HEATING EFFECTS DUE TO POWER $ 
C $ DISSIPATION DURING THE POWER-TEMPERATURE CYCLING. $ 
C $ $ 
C $ TWO MODIFICATION FORMS FOR THE ARRHENIUS EQUATION ARE $ 
C $ USED WHICH SHOULD YIELD VERY CLOSE RESULTS. $ 
C $ $ 
C $ AN INPUT DATA FILE NAMED "DIS-DIX-2A.IN" IN FREE DATA $ 
C $ FORMAT NEEDS TO BE DEVELOPED TO RUN THIS PROGRAM. $ 
C $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
C 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
EXTERNAL FUNC1,FUNC2,FUNC3,FUNC4,FUNC5,FUNC6 

C 
C DEFINITION OF THE INPUT PARAMETERS 
C 
C 'AS' =» SMALL A, 'a', IN THE 1ST MODIFIED ARRHENIUS MODEL 
C 'BS' == SMALL B, 'b', IN THE 1ST MODIFIED ARRHENIUS MODEL 
C 'CB' == BIG C, 'C, IN THE 2ND MODIFIED ARRHENIUS MODEL 
C 'BB' == BIG B, 'B', IN THE 2ND MODIFIED ARRHENIUS MODEL 
C 'ETA' = 'ETA' IN THE RAMP-RATE ACCELERATION EQUATION 
C 'Tl' THROUGH 'T6' == TIME POINTS OF THE TEMPERATURE PROFILE 
C 'TO' == NORMINAL OPERATING TEMPERATURE 
C 'TL' == LOWER TEMPERATURE EXTREME OF THE TEMPERATURE PROFILE 
C 'TU' == UPPER TEMPERATURE EXTREME OF THE TEMPERATURE PROFILE 
C 'BETAH' == SHAPE PARAMETER OF THE HEATING PROFILE 
C 'BETAC == SHAPE PARAMETER OF THE COOLING PROFILE 
C 'PSIOl' == INDICATING FUNCTION VALUE IN INTERVAL (0, Tl) 
C 'PSI12' == INDICATING FUNCTION VALUE IN INTERVAL (Tl, T2) 
C 'PSI24' == INDICATING FUNCTION VALUE IN INTERVAL (T2, T4) 
C 'PSI45' == INDICATING FUNCTION VALUE IN INTERVAL (T4, 15) 
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C 'PSI56' == INDICATING FUNCTION VALUE IN INTERVAL (T5, T6) 
C 'RJA' =« JUNCTION-TQ-AMBIENT THERMAL RESISTANCE 
C 'Q' == POWER DISSIPATION 
C 

COMMON /PARl/AS,BS.CB,BB.ETA 
COMMON /PAR2/T1, T2. T4, T5, T6, TO, TL, TU, BETAH, BETAC 
COMMON /PAR3/PSI01.PSI12,PSI24,PSI45,PSI56,RJA,Q 
OPEN (5, FILE=' DIS-DIX-2A. IN', STATUS=' UNKNOWN') 
READ(5.*) AS.BS,CB.BB,ETA,T1,T2,T4,T5,T6 
READCS,*) TO,TL.TU,BETAH.BETAC 
READ(5,•) PSIOl,PSI12,PSI24,PSI45,PSI56,RJA,Q 
WRITE(•,»)' THE INPUT PARAMETERS' 
WRITE(»,*)('*',1=1,78) 
WRITEC*,*) 'AS=' ,AS, 'BS=' ,BS, 'CB=' ,CB, 'BB=' ,BB 
WRITE(»,#)'ETA='.ETA,'T1=' ,T1.'T2=' ,T2.'T4=' ,T4 
WRITEC*,*) 'T5=' ,T5, 'T6=' ,T6, 'T0=' ,T0, 'TL=' ,TL 
WRITEC*,#) 'TU=' ,TU, 'BETAH=',BETAH, 'BETAC=',BETAC 
WRITE(»,*) 'PSI01=',PSIOl, 'PSI12=' ,PSI12, 'PSI24=' ,PSI24 
WRITEC*,*) 'PSI45=' ,PSI45, 'PSI56=' ,PSI56 
WRITEC*,#)'RJA=',RJA,'Q='.Q 
WRITE(»,*)('•',1=1,78) 
CALL ACCl(AFl) 
CALL ACC2(AF2) 
WRITEC*,*) 
WRITE(*,»)' RESULTS' 
WRITEC*,•)('•',1=1,78) 
WRITE(•,*)'EQUIVALENT ACCELERATION FACTOR USING 

1 FIRST MODIFICATION:' 
WRITEC*,•)' AF1==',AF1 
WRITEC*,»)'EQUIVALENT ACCELERATION FACTOR USING 

1 SECOND MODIFICATION:' 
WRITEC*,*)' AF2==',AF2 

SUBROUTINE ACClCAFl) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION CA-H,0-Z) 
EXTERNAL FUNC1,FUNC2.FUNC3.FUNC4,FUNC5,FUNC6 

STOP 
END 

C 
C 
C 
C 

SUBPROGRAM EVALUATING THE EQUIVALENT ACCELERATION 
FACTOR USING THE FIRST VERSION OF MODIFIED 

ARRHENIUS EQUATION 
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REAL K 
COMMON /PAR1/AS,BS,CB,BB,ETA 
COMMON /PAR2/T1,T2.T4,T5,T6,TO,TL,TU,BETAH,BETAC 
COMMON /PAR3/PSI01,PSI12,PSI24.PSI45,PSI56.RJA,Q 
K=8.623E-5 
CALL QGAUS(FUNC1.0.0,TI,S1) 
E1=(T2-T1)•EXP(-AS/K#(Ta+RJA»Q«PSI12)••(BS-1.0)) 
CALL QGAUS(FUNC2,T2,T4.S2) 
E2=(T5-T4)•EXP(-AS/K»(TL+RJA«Q#PSI45)•*(BS-1.0)) 
CALL QGAUS(FUNC3.T5,T6.S3) 
E0=1.0/T6»EXP(AS/K«T0«*(BS-1.0)) 
AF1=E0*(S1+E1+S2+E2+S3) 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C SUBPROGRAM EVALUATING THE EQUIVALENT ACCELERATION 
C FACTOR USING THE SECOND VERSION OF MODIFIED 
C ARRHENIUS EQUATION 
C 

SUBROUTINE ACC2(AF2) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
EXTERNAL FUNCl,FUNC2,FUNC3,FUNC4,FUNC5,FUNC6 
REAL K 
COMMON /PARl/AS.BS.CB.BB.ETA 
COMMON /PAR2/T1.T2,T4,T5,T6,TO,TL,TU,BETAH,BETAC 
COMMON /PAR3/PSI01,PSI12,PSI24,PSI45.PSI56.RJA,Q 
K=8.623E-5 
CALL QGAUS(FUNC4,0.0.T1,S1) 
El=(T2-T1)•EXP(CB»(TU+RJA*Q*PSI12)••BB 

1 »(1.0/T0-1.0/(TU+RJA»q»PSI12))) 
CALL QGAUS(FUNC5,T2,T4,S2) 
E2=(T5-T4)»EXP(-CB»(TL+RJA»Q»PSI45)**BB 

1 »(1.0/(TL+RJA»q*PSI45)-1.0/T0)) 
CALL QGAUS(FUNC6,T5,T6,S3) 
E0=1.0/T6 
AF2=E0»(S1+E1+S2+E2+S3) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBPROGRAM EVALUATING THE INTEGRATION 
USING GAUSS METHOD 
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SUBROUTINE qGAUS(FUNC.A,B,SS) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION X(5),W(5) 
DATA X/0.1488743389,0.4333953941,0.6794095682, 

1 0.8650633666,0.9739065285/ 
DATA W/0.2955242247,0.2692667193,0.2190863625, 

1 0.1494513491,0.0666713443/ 
XM=0.5«(B+A) 
XR=0.5*(B-A) 
SS=0.0 
DO 11 J=l,5 
DX=XR»X(J) 
SS=SS+W(J)»(FUNC(XM+DX)+FUNC(XM-DX)) 

11 CONTINUE 
SS=XR»SS 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C FUNCl THROUGH FUNC3 ARE THE INTEGRANDS FOR 
C SUBPROGRAM ACCl(AFl) 
C 
C «INTEGRANDS IN INTERVAL (0, Tl)» 
C 

FUNCTION FUNCl(Z) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
REAL K 
COMMON /PAR1/AS,BS,CB,BB,ETA 
COMMON /PAR2/T1, T2, T4, T5, T6, TO, TL, TU, BETAH. BETAC 
COMMON /PAR3/PSI01,PSI12.PSI24,PSI45,PSI56,RJA,Q 
K=8.623E-5 
Pl=AS/K'»(T0+RJA*q*PSI01+(TU-T0)*(Z/Tl) 

1 **BETAH)**(BS-1.0) 
P2=ETA*BETAH*(TU-TO)/T1«(Z/T1)»»(BETAH-1.0) 
FUNC1=EXP(-(P1-P2)) 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C «INTEGRANDS IN INTERVAL (T2, T4)» 
C 

FUNCTION FUNC2(Z) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL K 
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COMMON /PARl/AS.BS.CB.BB.ETA 
COMMON /PAR2/T1, T2, T4, T5, T6, TO, TL. TU, BETAH, BETAC 
COMMON /PAR3/PSI01,PSI12.PSI24,PSI45,PSI56,RJA,Q 
K=8.623E-5 
P1=AS/K*(TU+RJA»Q»PSI24-(TU-TL)»((Z-T2)/(T4-T2)) 

1 ••BETAC)••(BS-1.0) 
P2=ETA^BETAC^ (TU-TL) / (T4-T2) • ( (Z-T2) / (T4-T2)) 

1 ••(BETAC-1.0) 
FUNC2=EXP(-(P1-P2)) 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C «INTEGRANDS IN INTERVAL (T5. T6)» 
C 

FUNCTION FUNC3(Z) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL K 
COMMON /PAR1/AS,BS.CB,BB,ETA 
COMMON /PAR2/T1, T2, T4, T5, T6, TO, TL, TU, BETAH, BETAC 
COMMON /PAR3/PS101.PSI12.PS124.PS145,PS156,RJA,Q 
K=8.623E-5 
P1=AS/K+(TL+RJA*Q+PSI56+(T0-TL)+((Z-T5)/(T6-T5)) 

1 ••BCTAH)#+(BS-1.0) 
P2=ETA+BETAH#(TO-TL)/(T6-T5)•((Z-T5)/(T6-T5)) 

1 ••(BETAH-1.0) 
FUNC3=EXP(-(P1-P2)) 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C FUNC4 THROUGH FUNC6 ARE THE INTEGRANDS 
C FOR SUBPROGRAM ACC2(AF2) 
C 
C «INTEGRANDS IN INTERVAL (0, Tl)» 
C 

FUNCTION FUNC4(Z) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL K 
COMMON /PAR1/AS.BS,CB,BB,ETA 
COMMON /PAR2/T1,T2,T4,T5,T6,TO, TL,TU,BETAH.BETAC 
COMMON /PAR3/PSI01,PSI12,PSI24,PSI45,PSI56, RJA,Q 
K=8.623E-5 
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Pl= (1.0/TO) • (TO+RJA«Q«PSIO 1+ (TO-TO) 
1 »(Z/T1)**BETAH)##BB 
P2=(T0+RJA»Q»PSI01+(TU-TO)•(Z/Tl) 

I ••BETAH)*#(BB-1.0) 
P3=ErrA»BETAH» (TU-TO) /T1«(Z/T1) »• (BETAH-1.0) 
F0NC4=EXP(CB«(P1-P2)+P3) 
RETURK 
END 

C 
C «INTEGRANDS IN INTERVAL (T2, T4)» 
C 

FUNCTION FUNCSCZ) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL K 
COMMON /PARl/AS.BS.CB.BB.ETA 
COMMON /PAR2/T1, T2. T4, T5, T6, TO. TL, TU, BETAH, BETAC 
COMMON /PAR3/PSI01,PSI12,PSI24.PSI45,PSI56,RJA, Q 
K=8.623E-5 
Pl=(l. O/TO)•(TU+RJA*Q*PSI24-(TU-TL) 

1 •((Z-T2)/(T4-T2))••BETAC)••BB 
P2=(TU+RJA^Q^PSI24-(TU-TL) •( (Z-T2)/(T4-T2)) 

1 ••BETAC)••(BB-1.0) 
P3=ETA*BETAC^ (TU-TL) / (T4-T2) • ( (Z-T2) / (T4-T2) ) •• (BETAC-1.0) 
FUNC5=EXP(CB^(P1-P2)+P3) 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C «INTEGRANDS IN INTERVAL (T5, T6)» 
C 

FUNCTION FUNC6(Z) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL K 
COMMON /PAR1/AS,BS,CB,BB.ETA 
COMMON /PAR2/T1, T2, T4, T5. T6, TO, TL, TU, BETAH, BETAC 
COMMON /PAR3/PSI01,PSI12,PSI24,PSI45.PSI56, RJA, Q 
K=8.623E-5 
Pl= (1. O/TO)•(TL+RJA^Q^PSI56+(TO-TL) 

1 •((Z-T5)/(T6-T5))••BETAH)••BB 
P2=(TL+RJA+Q^PS156+(TO-TL)•((Z-T5)/(T6-T5)) 

1 ••BETAH)••(BB-1.0) 
P3=ETA^BETAH^ (TO-TL) / (T6-T5) • ( (Z-T5) / (T6-T5) ) •• (BETAH-1.0) 
FUNC6=EXP(CB^(P1-P2)+P3) 



RETURN 
END 

192 
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APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM IN FORTRAN 77 FOR 

DETERMINING THE OPTIMUM TEMPERATURE 
CYCLING TIME FOR A SPECIFIED FIELD 

MRL GOAL USING THE 2-PARAMETER WEIBULL 
LIFE DISTRIBUTION DURING ESS 

c 
c $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
C $ OPTIMUM TEMPERATURE CYCLING TIME FOR A SPECIFIED $ 
C $ FIELD MTBF GOAL USING THE 2-PARAMETER WEIBULL $ 
C $ LIFE DISTRIBUTION DURING ESS $ 
C $ $ 
C $ NOTE: "DQDAGI" SUBROUTINE IS AVAILABLE IN IMSL $ 
C $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
C 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, 0-Z) 
REAL INT, MG 
EXTERNAL FUNC, DQDAGI 
COMMON /PAR/BETA,ETA 

C 
C BURN-IN TIME CORRESPONDING TO A SPECIFIED FIELD MTBF 
C GOAL, MG, USING THE 2-PARAMETER MIXED-WEIBULL MODEL 
C 

WRITE(•,•) 'GIVE PARAMETERS OF WEIBULL 
1 DISTRIBUTION: BETA, ETA !!' 
READ(*,») BETA, ETA 
WRITE(*.») 'BETA=', BETA, 'ETA=', ETA 
WRITEC*,#) 'GIVE ACCELERATION FACTOR FOR A 

1 TYPICAL TEMPERATURE CYCLE, AF !' 
READ(»,») AF 
WRITE(«,») 'AF=',AF 
WRITE(»,») 'GIVE THE FIELD MTBF GOAL, MG, PLEASE!' 
READ(*,») MG 
WRITE(•.»)'FIELD IfTBF GOAL ==',MG 
WRITE(»,*) 'ENTER DESIRED ACCURACY FOR Tb !' 
READ(»,») ERROR 
WRITE(»,«) 'ENTER YOUR INITIAL GUESS FOR Tb !' 
READ(«,*) TBI 

250 TT=(TB1/ETA)^»BETA 
CALL DQDAGI(FUNC,TT,1,0.0,0.00001,INT,ERREST) 
TB2=ETA#(DLOG((MG*BETA)/(AF#ETA*INT)))»»(!.0/BETA) 
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ERR=ABS((TB2-TB1)/TBI) 
IF(ERR.LT.ERROR)GOTO 260 
TB1=TB2 
GOTO 250 

260 WRITE(»,»)'THE CORRESPONDING BURN-IN TIME IS',TB2 
STOP 
END 

C 
C THE INTEGRAND FOR THE INCOMPLETE GAMMA FUNCTION 
C 

FUNCTION FUNC(Z) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, 0-Z) 
COMMON /PAR/BETA,ETA 
FUNC=Z**((1.0/BETA)-1)•EXP(-Z) 
RETURN 
END 
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